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An Improved Approach for Accurate
Weather Forecasting
Shubham Aggarwal*
Sunil Kumar Chowdhary**

Abstract

As recurrence and impact of some weather events are increasing, therefore need to tackle such
events is the concern. Climate change is one of the factor causing such increase in magnitude and
frequency of extreme weather events. Weather forecasting system can help in managing such
events. Daily weather forecasting and monitoring promotes resource management and disaster
preparedness. This research focused on the daily weather conditions of cities of different countries
like Shanghai, Manila, Tokyo, Kolkata and Mexico. Weather conditions of these cities were monitored
and recorded from different weather forecasting websites on daily basis. Based on this recorded
data an improved weather forecasting model can be developed through statistical analysis of
temperature, wind speed, quantitative precipitation of extreme weather events happened among
these cities in recent decades. Using Minitab statistical software, the accurate weather providing
website was analyzed. The deviation of these readings helped in analyzing how accurate are the
reading provided by the weather forecasting websites with respect to calculated mean of the readings.

Key Words: Weather Forecasting, Management, Minitab, Standard Deviation
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I. Introduction
Weather is referred as the atmospheric conditions
of a particular location and time. Application of
science and technology to predict the weather
conditions is known as Weather forecasting.
Temperature, wind speed, rain, atmospheric pressure,
humidity etc are the major attributes that affects
weather condition of a particular region. Predicting
accurate weather conditions has always been the
most challenging task. Factors like climate change and
global warming makes the prediction to be more
difficult and challenging. Rapid growth in population
in India and their policies of adopting urbanization
has led to increase various socio-economic impacts

due extreme weather events such as cyclones,
flood, hail storm, heat and cold waves, drought,
thunderstorms.

Many of today’s weather forecasting systems rely
on observations and analysis done by meteorologists
using conventional principles. As many new models
are being developed for weather forecasting every year
but most of them doesn’t provide accurate values. The
need is to use the correct algorithms for effective and
accurate prediction of weather information. Also,
different online weather forecasting stations provide
different weather conditions; therefore the need to
develop a model that can guide user to the best
possible source from where accurate weather conditions
can be fetched arises. Weather Forecasting proves to be
a useful in various info-science fields like disaster
management, early warning system in airport or
naval system, helping farmers in protecting their crops
against any extreme weather conditions. Today’s
weather forecasting system includes combination of
various technologies, computer models, trends and
patterns knowledge, observations etc. Utilizing these
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technologies accuracy of weather forecasting can be
calculated for five days in advance.

II. Data Preprocessing
Daily weather conditions of some extreme weather
affected cities of the world were monitored and
recorded. This research focused on the daily weather
conditions in Shanghai, Manila, Tokyo, Kolkata,
Mexico. The weather conditions of these cities were
monitored and recorded on daily basis for up to 20
days. Weather conditions were recorded on the basis
of current temperature, quantitative precipitation and
wind speeds. The data was formulated in form of table.
The columns represent five cities of different countries
affected by weather events and the rows shows weather
forecasting websites. [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] To
compare variations in the recorded weather conditions,
we selected top weather forecasting websites- Accu
weather, intellicast, weatherbug, weather underground
and yahoo weather.

III. Literature Review
This section of paper investigates some recent
researches in weather forecasting domain that have
been done. It overviews the models, techniques,
management processes that have already implemented
in this domain.

V. Bjerknes and LF Richardson initiated numerical
weather prediction in early 1990s [4]. This was
much related to the initial value problem of
statistics in mathematics. Models used for accurate
weather prediction were based on linear regression.
These models were easy and simple to understand.
Multiple regression model was formulated further
to improve the accuracy. In [5], research defines
solution to weather forecast using Map Reduce
Framework. Researchers describes how data set and
patterns of the recent years helps in prediction of storm
and Support Vector Machin(SVM) helped in
classifying the data.

In [1], the researchers performed statistical analysis of
weather conditions using historical weather forecast
data of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration [NOAA]. Important findings was that

there were significant variations in forecast accuracies,
observed probabilities of precipitation were
significantly lower than forecasted one, Forecasting
organizations generally under predict wind speeds by
a large margin for days when wind speed exceeds 20
mph.

In [3], the authors developed various models to predict
daily weather forecast in cities like Albay, Tiwi.
Multilayer Feedforward Artificial Neural Network
(MLFANN) architecture model was developed and
trained with Resilient Propagation (RPROP)
algorithm. The research also evaluated the Artificial
Neural Network (ANN) model capability in weather
forecasting.

Structural and Time series based weather prediction
algorithms can be used with IOT devices in this
domain [6]. Support Vector Regression, Linear
Regression, Multiple Linear Regression (MLR), Auto
Regressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) are
some of these algorithms. Using them the author
observes the behaviour of forecasting algorithms. In
[8], Multiple linear regression (MLR) equations is used
for developing a model for weather prediction. Author
used the coefficients of these regression equations for
generating a prediction pattern for weather.

This study focuses on developing a model that could
help in providing most accurate weather information
among the selected weather providing website and to
create warning system by examining the weather
conditions of these cities during extreme weather
events in recent decades.

IV. Methodology
A statistical analysis is performed on the weather
reading recorded for 20 days. Among these different
weather forecasting websites best one was chosen on
the basis of total deviation. Also, historical weather
data of these cities during extreme weather events were
examined and their attributes such as wind speed,
quantitative precipitation were analyzed.

Using Minitab statistical software, a statistical analysis
has been done. The mean of the current temperature
from different weather providing websites have been
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calculated and based on these calculation, deviations
was calculated for different website. All the deviation
for different cities by a particular website were

summed. And based on this obtained deviation least
deviated value was figure out among different obtained
deviation for particular date.

23-Oct-17 Recorded temperature in celsius Deviation Table

Shanghai Manila Tokyo Kolkata Mexico Shanghai Manila Tokyo Kolkata Mexico Total Deviation

Accu Weather 23 29 23 35 21 1.8 0.3 0.2 0.6 0.6 3.5

Intellicast 22 30 23 34 20 0.8 0.7 0.2 0.4 0.4 2.5

Weather Underground 22 30.5 24 35 19 0.8 1.2 0.8 0.6 1.4 4.8

Weather Bug 20 28 23 34 21 1.2 1.3 0.2 0.4 0.6 3.7

Yahoo Weather 19 29 23 34 21 2.2 0.3 0.2 0.4 0.6 3.7

Mean 21.2 29.3 23.2 34.4 20.4

Figure 2: Sample Dataset

V. Results and Analysis
Table-1: Sum of deviations from mean value (for current temperature)

Date Accuweather Intellicast Weather Weather Bug Yahoo weather
Underground

21 Sep 2017 2.2 4 2.6 3 4.5

22 Sep 2017 4.7 2.6 1 1.6 6.2

23 Sep 2017 3 3.6 2 7 5.5

24 Sep 2017 1.7 1 2.6 2.2 2

25 Sep 2017 2.4 3.8 4.2 2.4 6

26 Sep 2017 4.4 2.6 6.6 2.4 8.4

27 Sep 2017 1.6 1.6 3 1.2 3.8

28 Sep 2017 5.6 3.4 5.8 3.6 4.8

29 Sep 2017 3.5 2.5 4.8 3.7 3.7

30 Sep 2017 3 3.2 1.8 2.8 2.4

01 Oct 2017 3.2 2.2 3.8 3.6 2.8

02 Oct 2017 3.4 2.2 3.2 3.6 6

03 Oct 2017 4 2 2 2.2 3

04 Oct 2017 4.6 3 5 3.8 8.4

05 Oct 2017 3.2 1.4 3.8 3 5

06 Oct 2017 5.2 3.6 3.8 3 6

07 Oct 2017 4.4 1.8 3.8 3.2 2.4

08 Oct 2017 1.6 3 3.6 3.8 4.8

09 Oct 2017 3 1.4 4.8 3.6 2

10 Oct 2017 3.2 2.4 7 6.4 5
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The weather data for current temperature for this
research has been recorded for 5 different cities since
21 Sep 2017 – 10 Oct 2017, for total 20 days from 5
different weather providing websites. The value under
each website representing column represents sum of
the deviations of the five selected cities.

Steps in obtaining deviation:

1. Consider the recorded data for calculating
deviation.

2. Firstly, mean temperature was calculated for five
different cities taken by summing the readings
obtained by different websites (Fig. 2 Sample
dataset)

3. Deviation table was made by calculating deviation
from recorded temperature. (Deviation =
Recorded temperature- Mean temperature)

4. Table-1 was obtained by summing the deviation
obtained from five selected cities for particular
website.

5. Using Minitab statistical software, an analysis has

been done and the least deviation providing
website was found.

This analysis has been done on the recorded current
temperature. Minitab analysis report show four
different statistics on basis of which the least deviated
weather providing website was found. It can be seen
that Intellicast weather providing website have 51.3
least total deviation. Also, the average deviation of this
website was found to be minimum among these five
websites that is 2.565. Also, minimum and maximum
deviation of Intellicast is minimum ranging from 1-4
as compared to other websites. Therefore, from this
analysis we concluded that the Intellicast provides least
deviated weather reading and is most accurate than
other websites. Yahoo weather website on other hand
shows 92.7 maximum total deviation as well as the
other statistics were very high as compared to other
websites. So, Yahoo weather results to be least accurate
in providing weather information.

The table-2 shows major disastrous weather events
in these cities in past few decades. In Philippines,

Figure 2: Minitab analysis report
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three major extreme weather events have been seen
in history. Typhoon Durian, Ike, Haiyan were the
most disastrous events that causes more than 10000
deaths in total, millions homeless and damages to
property. All of them proved to be worst typhoon of
the century in Philippines having an average speed
above 250 kph. Also, the frequency of these typhoons
is maximum in November month. In Mexico,
hurricane Wilma and Patricia were the major events
causing over 100 deaths and the frequency of these
disasters were maximum in October month. Both
hurricanes with average wind speed above 300 kph
results in heavy rainfall with an average height of
900mm. In Kolkata, cyclone storm bob 04 and Alia
caused heavy rainfall with average windspeed of
110kph and the estimated fatalities were above 150.
Both the cyclones existed for 2 days. In 2016,
Shanghai faced 370mm heavy rainfall causing 160
deaths and flood.

The impact of such weather events doesn’t seem to
decrease. But the graph of deaths due to these events
shows a significant fall. This is due to enhanced weather
forecasting and warning systems, better disaster
management strategies introduced all over the world
and researches in this field. Using data of table-2, we
can design a warning system that can warn in advance
if the forecasted weather conditions of the day is near
to or matching the weather conditions of above
extreme weather events. This helps in managing the
impact of disaster in advance and alarming the agencies
and disaster management forces to tackle.

VI. Conclusion
This study shows how accurate weather conditions are
provided by different weather forecasting websites and
research on extreme and disastrous weather events in
these cities in last few decades helps in knowing the
weather conditions favourable for disaster and helps

Table-2: Major disastrous weather events in recent decades

City/Country Event Date Wind speed Precipitation No. of Deaths

Philippines Typhoon (Nov 25-Dec 6), 2006 195 kph-250kph 460mm 1399
(Durian)

Typhoon (Ike) (Aug 26-Sep 6), 1984 165kph-230kph 1492

Typhoon (3-11 Nov), 2013 230kph-315kph 6241
(Haiyan)

Mexico Hurricane (16-27 Oct), 2005 295kph 1633.98mm < 87
(Wilma)

Hurricane (20-24 Oct), 2015 345 kph 193mm < 10
(Patricia)

Kolkata Cyclone Storm (10-12 Nov), 2002 100kph 110mm 173
BOB 04

Cyclone (Alia) (26-27 May), 2009 110kph-120kph 149

Shanghai Heavy Rainfall (10 July), 2016 370mm 160

Japan Tsunami (11 March), 2011 1000 <

Tsunami (17 Jan), 1995 6000

Source: www.imd.gov.in/pages/services_cyclone.php
http://www.reuters.com/article/us-climatechange-lima-losses
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Typhoons_in_the_Philippines
http://climatescorecard.org/2017/04/08/mexico-extreme-weather-event/
https://reliefweb.int/report/china/current-extreme-weather-events
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in managing the disaster earlier by generating warnings.
Intellicast website was found to be the most accurate
weather providing website on the basis of deviation
from the mean for current temperature through
statistical analysis. As weather forecasting plays a vital

role in all our day today activities. Therefore, it is an
important area of research in human life. So, an
improved approach for accurate weather forecasting
was shown based on a comprehensive statistical
analysis.
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Sentiment Analysis of WhatsApp Group Chat
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Abstract

Sentiment Analysis has emerged as a field that has attracted a significant amount of attention in the last
decade because of a wide variety of applications that could benefit from its results like customer preference
of products, news analytics, marketing, share preference in stock market, social media (Twitter, Facebook).
It helps a company to find out how their customers feel about their product by the feedback provided by
them. After the introduction of Web 2.0, social media came into existence and now it has became a very
important part of everyone life. Social Media gives us the opportunity to find our long lost friends who we
haven’t talked to after school. It also gives us the information that what our friends and family are doing.
In this research paper, we are trying to analyze the behaviour of students from WhatsApp group chat.
There are certain emotions which a human have like anger, joy, positivity, stress. The messages sent by
students in the group chat can be used to find out their behaviour during a particular period of time, like
10 days before exams and post exams. We have used R programming language to generate bar graph
and word cloud. The process that has been followed to find out the sentiments of a student is very simple.
WhatsApp group chat is extracted from the phone and can be easily opened in computer system. Then
this chat is divided into different columns namely Date, Time, Sender number, and Message. Frequency
of the messages in the group shows how active students are during a specific period of time and it is easy
to understand that there would be less messages during the exam period. Messages contain certain
misspelled words, these words are ignored and all the emoji’s are removed from the chat so that it can
be easily used in R Language. All the blank lines are also removed because they are certainly of no use.
R has certain Libraries which are used to generate these bar graphs and word cloud. The area of
Sentiment Analysis is still in its early stages of development and there are situations when we cannot
understand the sentiment of a person from the message he/she has sent.

Key Words: Sentiment Analysis, Whatsapp, Behaviour Pattern, Social Media, Web 2.0.
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I. Introduction
Sentiment analysis sometimes known as opinion
mining or emotion AI refers to the use of natural

language processing, text analysis to systematically
identify, extract, quantify, and study affective states
and subjective information[1]. Sentiment analysis is
widely applied to voice of the customer materials such
as reviews and survey responses, online and social
media, and healthcare materials for applications that
range from marketing to customer service to clinical
medicine.

Generally speaking, sentiment analysis aims to
determine the attitude of a speaker, writer, or other
subject with respect to some topic or the overall
contextual polarity or emotional reaction to a
document, interaction, or event. The attitude may be
a judgment or evaluation, affective state (that is to say,
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the emotional state of the author or speaker), or the
intended emotional communication (that is to say, the
emotional effect intended by the author or
interlocutor).

A basic task in sentiment analysis is classifying the
polarity of a given text at the document, sentence, or
feature/aspect level—whether the expressed opinion
in a document, a sentence or an entity feature/aspect
is positive, negative, or neutral. Advanced, “beyond
polarity” sentiment classification looks, for instance,
at emotional states such as “angry”, “sad”, and
“happy”.

The rise of social media such as blogs and social
networks has fueled interest in sentimental analysis.
With the rapid increase in the number of reviews,
ratings, recommendations and other forms of
online expression, online opinion has turned into a
kind of virtual currency for businesses looking to
market their products, identify new opportunities
and manage their reputations. As businesses look to
automate the process of filtering out the noise,
understanding the conversations, identifying the
relevant content and actioning it appropriately,
many are now looking to the field of sentiment
analysis. Further complicating the matter is the rise
of anonymous social media platforms such as

4chan and Reddit.

The problem is that most sentiment analysis algorithms
use simple terms to express sentiment about a product
or service. However, cultural factors and differing
contexts make it extremely difficult to turn a string of
written text into a simple pro or con sentiment. The
fact that humans often disagree on the sentiment of
text illustrates how big a task it is for computers to get
this right. The shorter the string of text, the harder it
becomes.

Even though short text strings might be a problem,
sentiment analysis within microblogging has shown
that Twitter can be seen as a valid online indicator of
political sentiment. Tweets’ political sentiment
demonstrates close correspondence to parties’ and
politicians’ political positions, indicating that the
content of Twitter messages plausibly reflects the offline
political landscape.

II. Related Research Work
EmmaHaddi [2] in his research work has performed
sentiment analysis by focusing on some words and their
frequency in the document. The terms that appear
often in the whole document but seldom in a collection
are more informative stating the meaning of the
document in comparison to terms that just appeared

Figure-1: Sentiment Analysis process
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once. Also, the position of words in a document can
completely change the meaning of a sentence.

Sakthivelet. al. [3] in their research work prepared a
set of questions and half-structured interviews that
were performed on the students and the teachers. Open
questions helped the students and teachers to tell their
stories in a flowing manner and there were some other
findings that wouldn’t have been discovered with closed
end questions.

Bouhniket. al. [4] for their research work primary
collection of data was done at places in the University
where high number of students were around liking
dining area, sports arena, libraries. Students were asked
to complete a questionnaire. This research helped to
find out the primary feature of WhatsApp that was
used by students and how effective is WhatsApp to
their studies and social life.

Tshwane [5] in their research work focused on how
the social media has affected the daily life of students.
A set of questions were asked and interviews were
conducted to collect the data which was required for
analyzing the effect on the social and academic
performance of students. Some questions were semi-
opened-questions and these questions had no
restrictions how they should be answered providing
the participants with opportunity to write what they
couldn’t have written in closed-end-questions.

Yeboah et. al. [6] their research is based on scientific
citations. The information that has been collected for
this research is from some other research papers that
are related to the field and study. Data is also extracted
from databases so that any key article is not missed.

[14]. Khatibet. al. [7] in their research paper gave the
basic idea of a natural language based Android App
Polarity analysis system for reviews which is capable
of evaluating the reviews and provides result in
appropriate form. First, the reviews are collected from
google play store and then their polarity is identified
as positive or negative by comparing them with the
already present datasets. And, the total result is judged
afterwards.

Dabhadeet. al. [8] in their research paper illustrated

the research area of Sentiment Analysis on movie
reviews or product reviews like android apps. Data is
collected from various sources – review sites, blogs,
forums or social networks. This data is analyzed using
natural language processing system or machine learning
approach after the data is filtered through a parser or
spell checker.

Patni etl. al.[9] presented an interactive visualization
system, SentiView, which analyzes public sentiments
from text posted via media such as forums and predicts
the short-term trend of the sentiments about events
being discussed. Public opinions are studied and
represented in relationship map consisting of comment
points, relationship lines and interactions and then
categorised into opposing, neutral or supporting
sections.

III. Methodology Used
We used WhatsApp group chat for analyzing the
sentiment of students during different period of time.
We have tried to find out the behaviour of students
prior to exams and during exam time also.

R Language is used for creating graphs and word cloud
for the purpose of better understanding. The main
focus while creating graphs was on adjectives in a
particular sentence. Positive adjectives were given
positive polarity and vice versa. Steps followed to
creating graphs and word clouds are:

1. Document containing natural language is
converted into input text to be given in the
program; Corpus(VectorSource(filename))

2. All the punctuations in input are removed;
tm_map(wordCorpus, removePunctuation)

3. Data is transformed into lower case letters;
tm_map(wordCorpus, content_transformer
(tolower))

4. Stop words are added into the data; tm_
map(wordCorpus, removeWords, stopwords
(“english”))

5. Extra white spaces are removed; tm_map
(wordCorpus, stripWhitespace)

6. Unwanted words are filtered out; str_replace_
all(string, pattern, replacement)
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7. Presence of eight different emotions and their
corresponding valence in the text file is calculated;
get_nrc_sentiment(whatsapp_chat)

8. Tightly coupled collection of variables is created
which is used as the fundamental data structure;
data.frame(colSums(chat[,c(3:12)]))

9. Color palette is retrieved from RColorBrewer
Color Ramp Palette; brewer.pal(7,”YlGnBu”)

10. Word cloud is developed; wordcloud(words =
wordCorpus, scale=c(5,0.1), max.words=100,
random.order=FALSE, rot.per=0.35,
use.r.layout=FALSE, colors=pal)

11. Graph is plotted; ggplot(data = sentimentTotals,

aes(x = sentiment, y = count))

IV. Experiment and Results
The data that was extracted from WhatsApp group
chat and it was filtered to remove any empty lines and
emoticons. The adjectives were used for sentiment
analysis and the frequency of messages was used to
find out at what time of the day students are most
active and the behaviour of students during Exam time.
Messages were divided into 2 groups: prior to 8 pm
and post 8 pm to analyze how active students are at
that time.

Word clouds and bar graphs are generated using R
Language. These data representation techniques are
very interactive and easy to understand.

Figure-2: Sentiments Graph for Oct’16, Nov’16 and Apr’17

Results according to Number of Messages

Figure-3: Word Cloud for Oct’16, Nov’16 and Apr’17
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The following bar graph is for the period of October
2016, November 2016 and April 2017. During these
months there are no exams. The above graph depicts
that during the following 3 months, the behaviour of
students is more positive and happy rather than being
angry or sad.

Almost 64% of the messages that were exchanged
during this period of time showed a positive behaviour.
This can also be understood from the graph that the
bar for Positive sentiment is way higher than that of
Negative sentiment. It should also be noted that anger,
disgust, fear, sadness are all Negative sentiments.

This word cloud depicts the words that were most
frequently used in the conversation. This word cloud
is for the period of October 2016, November 2016
and April 2017. The count of messages changes the
size of a word cloud. Higher the number of messages,
bigger is the word cloud. It can be easily understood
that the main words are “maam” and “student”.

Now as we move our focus to the month of December
2016 which is the month of examination we can see
that the frequency of messages has drastically dropped
and there is a sudden change in the behaviour of
students due to exam stress.

Figure-4: Sentiments Graph for Dec’16

Looking at this bar graph of December 2016, the
attitude of students is positive most of the times.
There were no negative messages and no feeling of
anger. So the exam stress did work in the opposite
manner that it works making all students positive

and happy. 86% of the messages sent during the
month of December 2016 were positive. The bars of
disgust, fear and sad sentiment are so small that they
did not had much impact on the positive
sentiment.

Figure-5: Word cloud for Dec’16
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A very small word cloud is generated for December
2016. What we can easily derive by looking at this
word cloud is that the frequency of messages was very
less and the focus of students here is mainly on the
words “mam”, “thank”, “full” and “good”. During exam
time students thank their teachers when there queries
are answered and as a result the word cloud has words

mam and thank in big font size.

The sentiments of the group that are analyzed using R
Language totally depends upon the frequency of
messages. So in order to do a good comparison and
good understanding of data, we generated a graph that
shows the frequency of messages every month.

Figure-6: Message Frequency

Months prior to examination, i.e., November 2016
and April 2017 have large number of messages
exchanged. The reason could be there are practical’s
or assignment submissions during that time.
January has less number of messages because the
session starts from almost mid-January so there is
not much interaction between the students and
teachers.

Results according to Time
WhatsApp group chat is extracted from the phone and
then that data is cleaned for making word clouds and
graphs. Now we try to make a graph based on the
time of the day when message was sent. Here the
division is done based on what time of the day message
was received. We have 2 categories: 10 am – 8 pm and
post 8 pm.

Table 1: Message Count

Month Message Count

October’16 228

November’16 308

December’16 82

January’17 96

Febuary’17 30

March’17 156

April’17 347
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Table-2: WhatsApp traffic

Month 10 am – 8 pm 8pm onwards Total Messages sent

October’16 135 111 246

November’16 178 130 308

December’16 53 29 82

January’17 79 17 90

February’17 28 2 30

March’17 90 66 156

April’17 211 136 347

Table-3: Message frequency during day time v/s night time

Month 10am – 8pm (% messages) 8pm onwards (% messages)

October’16 55 45

November’16 58 42

December’16 65 35

January’17 82 18

February’17 93 7

March’17 58 42

April’17 61 39

Data for all the months was distributed and added to
find out that every month how many messages are
sent during day time and how many are sent during
night time.

Depending on that bar graphs are generated.
Table 2 shows the number of messages that were sent
during the day time every month and messages sent
during night time.

Figure-7: % messages graph
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This data is now converted into percentage in order
to make a meaningful bar graph. This bar graph will
show that which time of the day is more dominant
during every month.

Formula that will be used is:

Percentage of messages = (MC/TL) * 100

Where

MC -> message count during day time/ night time

TL -> total messages sent during that month

The following graph is generated from Table 3 data.

From the graph presented in Figure 7 it is observed
that the frequency of messages is higher during the
day time rather than being higher during night. The

reason is that the group chat is of a class Official group
that has all the teachers and students. Teachers sleep
early at night so it is preferred to ask about queries
during day time. Due to this reason the frequency of
messages is higher at night.

V. Conclusion
It can be concluded that Social Media data can be
used to provide sentiment analysis of users. This study
focuses on whatsapp chat of College students and their
behavior pattern during whole semester and towards
examination time. In future work we will try predicting
the behavior of students from their chats on the social
media. It has been concluded that social media is a
powerful and reliable source of information to know
about person behavior.
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Abstract

Deep Learning is an extensive and exhaustive version of neural network. It is a machine learning
technique which helps in categorically defines unsupervised data and unclassified data. With the
volume of data growing exponentially, deep learning is proving to be one of the finest techniques
to characterize each the object and translate them into the real-time.
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I. Introduction
The inventors have always dreamed about creating a
machine that could think. These desires date back to
at least the time of ancient Greece. And when
the programmable computing devices were first
conceived, people again started wondering if they
could become so intelligent that they might be able to
develop their own thinking skills. Hundred years down
the road, and man built one such machine. Today,
Artificial Intelligence (AI) is a thriving field with many
practical applications and active research topics[1].

In the early days of Artificial Intelligence, the field
rapidly tackled and solved numerous problems that
are intellectually difficult for human beings. But, the
true challenge for AI proved to be the tasks that are
easy for people to perform, problems that we solve
intuitively, that feel automatic to us, like
recognizing spoken words or faces in images. 

What could be the solution to such problems? It is to
allow the computers to learn from their own
experiences. If they start getting knowledge from
experience, the need for human operators to specify

all the required knowledge that the computer needs
will vanish. In other solutions, the computer also tries
to understand the world in terms of a hierarchy of
concepts, with each concept defined through
its relation to simpler concepts. This enables the
computer to learn complicated concepts by building
them out of simpler ones. If a graph is drawn showing
how these two concepts of learning through
experience and simplification of concepts are built on
top of each other, the graph is deep, with many
layers. Therefore, this approach to AI is called Deep
Learning.  

II. Background
Broadly, AI is the computer-based exploration of
methods for solving challenging tasks that have
traditionally depended on people for solution. Such
tasks include complex logical inference, diagnosis, and
visual recognition, comprehension of natural language,
game playing, explanation, and planning [2].

III. Motivation Behind Deep Learning
Deep Learning is a subset of subset of Artificial
Intelligence (Machine Learning). Ironically, abstract
and formal tasks that are among the most difficult
mental undertakings for a human being are among
the easiest for a computer. Computers have been able
to defeat the best human chess players for a long time
but only recently, they have begun matching some of
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the abilities of average human beings to recognize
objects or speech. A person’s everyday life requires an
immense amount of knowledge about the world.
Much of this knowledge is subjective and intuitive, and
therefore difficult to articulate in a formal way.
Computers will also need to capture this same
knowledge in order to behave in an intelligent way.
One of the key challenges in Artificial Intelligence is
how to get this informal knowledge into a computer. 

Most of the Artificial Intelligence projects have sought
to hard-code knowledge about the world in formal
languages. A computer can reason automatically
about statements in these formal languages using
logical inference rules. This is known as the knowledge
based approach to Artificial Intelligence. But there have
been many difficulties in these systems relying on hard-
code knowledge. We have always struggled to devise
formal rules with enough complexity to accurately
describe the world. Therefore, it was suggested that
AI systems need to acquire their own knowledge, by
extracting patterns from raw data. This capability
is known as Machine Learning. The introduction of
machine learning enabled computers to tackle
problems involving knowledge of the world and
make decisions that appear subjective.  

The performance of the simple machine learning
algorithms depends heavily on the representation of
the data they are given. And this dependence is a
general phenomenon that appears throughout
computer science and even daily life. In computer
science, operations such as searching a collection of

data can proceed exponentially faster if the collection
is structured and indexed intelligently. People can easily
perform arithmetic on Arabic numerals but arithmetic
on Roman numerals much more time consuming. It
is not surprising that the choice of representation has
an enormous effect on the performance of machine
learning algorithms.  

Deep Learning is also, a specific kind of machine
learning. It is inspired by the structure of the human
brain and is particularly effective in feature detection.
This also involves feeding the system with large volumes
of data. But since it is inspired by our brain, we first
need to understand how the neural network works. 

IV. Neural Networks and Working of Deep
Learning:

A Neural Network passes data through interconnected
layers of nodes, like the vast network of neurons in
the brain, classifying information and characteristics
of a layer before passing the results on to other nodes
in subsequent layers. The difference between a neural
network and a deep learning network is contingent
on the number of layers: A basic neural network may
have two to three layers; on the other hand a deep
learning network may have dozens or hundreds of
layers.  

Deep learning achieves great power and flexibility by
learning to represent the world as nested hierarchy of
concepts, with each concept defined in relation
to simpler concepts, and more abstract representations
computed in terms of less abstract ones.  

Fig. 1: Timeline of Artificial Intelligence
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The most effective results of Deep Learning can be
observed in feature detection, and it does so in the
same way our brain intuitively detects different
features. When we try to recognize a square from other
shapes our brain first checks whether there are four
lines associated with a figure or not. If it finds four
lines, it further checks if they are connected, closed,
perpendicular and that they are equal as well (Nested
Hierarchy of Concept). So, we take a complex task
and brake it in simple, less abstract tasks. This is exactly
what Deep Learning does, but at a large scale [3]. 

Similarly, if we make a system that must recognize
whether the given image is of a cat or a dog. If we try
to solve this as a typical machine learning problem,
we will define features such as if the animal has
whiskers or not, if the animal has ears & if yes, then if
they are pointed. In short, we will define the facial
features and let the system identify which features are
more important in classifying a particular animal.

Now, Deep Learning takes this one step ahead. It can
automatically find out the features that are important
for classification between a cat and a dog, whereas in
Machine Learning we had to manually give the
features. 

� Deep Learning first identifies what are the edges
that are most relevant to find out a Cat or a Dog. 

� Further, it builds on a hierarchically structure to
find out what are the combination of all the shapes
and edges. For example, whether whiskers are
present, or whether ears are present, etc.[5] 

� After consecutive hierarchical identification of
complex concepts, it then decides which of these
features are responsible for finding the answer. 

V. Conclusion
Over the last few years, Deep Learning has been
applied to numerous problems, ranging from
computer vision to natural language processing. In
many cases Deep Learning outperformed previous
work. Three major reasons behind the breakthrough
of (deep) neural networks are:

i. The availability of huge amounts of training data.
ii. Powerful computational infrastructure.
iii. Advances in academia [4].

Since then, deep learning systems have started
outperforming not only the classical methods, but also
some of the human benchmarks in various tasks like
image classification or face recognition. This has
created the potential for many new applications
leveraging deep learning to solve real-world problems,
like:

� Medical Image Analysis

� Face Recognition

� Language Translation

� Prediction and Diagnosis

� Anomaly Detection and Security

� Speech Recognition

� Heuristic Classification

� Game Playing and many more.
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Abstract

Now a day’s mobile phone becomes common to common people, we can say that people are
becoming “Mobile addict” and also it’s available at very nominal and reasonable cost and that’s
why the number of users has drastically increased. Users also use the internet on mobile device.
Although people have started using E –Commerce through mobile, so its call M-Commerce.

E-Commerce means, all forms of commercial transactions based on the electronic processing of
data whereas in Mobile Commerce (M-Commerce), the buying and selling of goods and services
through mobile phones means mobile equipment which is wireless handled device are used for
buying and selling the goods and services of an organization. M-Commerce is based on the
wireless application technology (WAP).

E-Commerce and M-Commerce are not having any boundaries, so they help organization to
move from local to global market area. Number of companies and organization are doing business
through E-Commerce and also move to new M-Commerce for business because major Indian
population has adopted mobile phones with the advancement mobile technology. M-Commerce
is the next generation of E-commerce which facilitate user to access internet without need of a
place plug-in. The usage of mobile phones are not limited like for making call, receive messages,
listing songs and videos but it also used for other approaches like vending, acquire and do many
more other activities like get online information for traveling, online booking etc.

The main purpose of this research paper is that to make aware the readers of the current scenario
and status of M-Commerce or mobile Commerce. Even many people have started using of
E-Commerce but still they hesitate to use M-Commerce because of the some security issues electronic
payment problems and some time the complexity of the mobile application etc.
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I. Introduction
Before explain the E-commerce and M-commerce first
of all we understand, what is commerce? In a simple
word, Commerce is Exchange of goods or services

generally on a small and large scale from one place to
another place or across the city, state, or even national
boundaries. In traditional commerce user can purchase
things easily but they face some problems like distance,
availability of time and cost difference and not safe
payment mode. But after changing technologies in
business environments, users defeat these problems
with the E-commerce.

E-Commerce or Electronics Commerce is a
methodology of modern business. It can be broadly
defined as the process of buying or selling of goods or
services using an electronic medium such as the
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Fig. 2: Features of M-Commerce

Internet. E-commerce is using a website, which trade
products or services directly from the website using a
shopping cart or shopping basket system and allows
user to pay through cards, e-banking, or even cash on
delivery. Users can purchase anything right from a
Insurance Policy to pen, by sitting comfortably in their
workplace or residence and can be gift it to someone
sitting miles apart just by click of a mouse on the
website. It offers several benefits to businesses or users
like easily reachable to a fast growing online
communities, providing unlimited products to choose
and services, helping to move from local area to global
market and 24x7 time zone services at low operating
costs of internet. Simplicity of internet access and
navigation on the websites are the critical factors for
the rapid adoption of E-commerce.

Mobile Commerce (M-commerce) is the subset of
electronic-commerce (E-Commerce), which includes

all e-commerce transactions, and these transactions are
carried out by using a hand held device which is called
mobile. M-commerce define exchange of goods over
the internet by the use of mobile phones Or M-
commerce, is about the explosion of applications and
services that are becoming accessible from Internet-
enabled mobile devices. M-commerce is nothing but
use of mobile devices to complete the transactions.

The time and space limitation of commerce are
removed and user can access it any time they need. It
is a result of combining two strongly emerging trends:
electronic commerce and mobile. It is online service
from anywhere, anytime and on any device and is
providing new business opportunities. In simple
terms:

M-Commerce = E-Commerce + Wireless web
(Through mobile)

II. Features of M-Commerce
The following are the features of Mobile commerce,

Fig. 1: What is M-Commerce?

making it one of the effective ways of doing
Commerce:
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1. Ubiquity: Customers can buy products or services
from anywhere independent of their current
geographic location.

2. Convenience: Companies are connected with
their customers through GPRS Services.

3. Personalization: Customers can personalize the

M-Commerce sites as per their requirements.
4. Location based services: GPS allows companies

to propose goods and services as per the location
based of the customers.

5. Timely services: M-Commerce provides real time
availability of services because customers are
directly connected.

Table I: M-Commerce v/s E-Commerce

DOMAIN E-Commerce M-Commerce

Definition E-commerce refers to all the activities of  M-commerce refers to the process of buying
buying and selling products and services and selling products and services with the use
with the use of electronic systems on the of internet /cellular data through wireless
internet. handheld devices.

History It introduced in 1970’s. It comes into actions in 1990’s.

Devices used PC, Laptops. Hand held Devices that is Smart phones.

Connectivity Smaller Larger owing to the bigger number of mobile
users

Mobility Limited Less limited because of lighter weight and
smaller size leading to easier to carry

Reach Only at the places where the electricity and Broader due to its portability
the internet are available

Security Less Secure as compare to M-Commerce. It more secure because customers have
authentication numbers.

Convenient E-Commerce is less convenient because M-Commerce is more convenient because
not easy to carry laptop or PC. smart phones are easy to carry.

Platform used Web Stores Web stores (mobile version/mobile app)

Usage More complicated user interface and more Simple usage because all the functions are
functions available. simplified.

III. Tools for Mobile Commerce
In present market, number of mobile tools available
for the companies to engage customer in business, the
following are some of the technologies that are help
in reaching the customers:

1. SMS (Short Message Service): SMS is short
messaging service which consists of 160 characters
in black and white. It is the generally used and
cheapest form of mobile marketing. Companies
can send bulk messages to the customers.

2. MMS (Multi-media Message Service): MMS
contains time slide show of images, text, audio
and video.

3. Mobile web applications: customers can access
the web pages of the companies through mobile
phones or content of other web pages and they
can do business.

4. Wireless Network (Bluetooth/Wi-Fi): wireless
network tool is used by retailers, mall owners and
small business holders because their range is small.
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These tools are user to circulate the massage within
a 10 meter range.

5. Location based Marketing: this help to locate
the customer’s location through global positioning
system (GPS) technology and companies used this
tool to deliver the offers related contents to the
customers to their particular location.

6. Voice: many companies used voice based
marketing. Interactive Voice Response (IVR) is a
very popular tool for that. An IVR is a
programmed telephony system that interacts with
customers to gathers information. It accepts a
combination of voice telephone input and touch-
tone keypad selection and provides appropriate
responses in the form of voice, fax, call-back, e-
mail and perhaps other media. It consists of
mobile device, software applications,
a database and a supporting infrastructure.
Interactive voice response (IVR) is very popular
and companies use to offer various services to their
customers. A customer has to follow the
instructions recorded on the system at the other
end.

IV. Applications and Uses of M-Commerce
Today’s large number of people use the mobile phones

to access the websites as compare to computers. That’s
why M-commerce has the big chance to connect big
business as well as small business to customers on a
large scale. In this sense, mobile phones act as a digital
tool that allows organizations and customers to reach
to one another more easily than the earlier modes.
That’s why M-Commerce has gained major popularity
in various sector of the society in the last few years.
Some of its applications are as follows:

1.  Money Transfer: Now a day’s mobile become
the small banks through which user can transfer
the money from one person to other person by
using the mobile apps like various mobile wallets.

2. Mobile Ticketing: mobile ticketing is the process
through which customers can order, pay for, get
and validate tickets at any time by using the mobile
phones. This process can be done with the help
of simple downloaded application in mobile. The
confirmation of tickets booking and electronic
tickets are send to customer’s mobile phones
through SMS or Email. It is used in various areas
like Airline ticketing, Movie ticketing, Railway
and Bus ticketing, Concert/ Event ticketing.

3. Mobile Banking: Now a day’s Banks allowed to
customers to access their account and use it to

Fig. 3: Tools for Mobile Commerce
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complete transaction such as online payment for
purchasing products, receive notifications, and
transfer money from account to other banks. It
also includes:

� Mini statements and checking of account
history.

� Checking the balance of the account.

� PIN provision, change of PIN and reminder
over the internet.

� Cash in Cash out transactions on an ATM.

4. Education: Education sector is also affected by
the M-Commerce. There are various educational
apps are available through which user can access
the number of contents, books and journals which
helps the readers and students to access different
types of information for their research from
different places by sitting at one corner.

5. Entertainment: Entertainment has always played
a vital role in Internet application and is probably
the most popular application for the younger
generation. Mobile commerce apps allow user to
download games, images, music and video files at
anytime and anywhere, and it also makes on-line
games.

6. M-Shopping: Mobile shopping is another
flourishing sector which came into existence after
the successful introduction and growth of online
shopping. Various mobile apps are available which
help in shopping on mobile and mobile is easy to
port/carry from one place to another so customer
prefer it more than computers.

7. Health Care: The cost of health care is high and
M-Commerce can help to reduce it. By using the
technology of M-Commerce, general practitioner
and nurses can remotely access and update patient
records immediately which are time consuming
process in the past. This improves efficiency and
productivity and also reduce administrative
overheads, and improve overall service quality of
this sector. Various applications of this sector is
also available on the mobile platform which help

the customer to search the best doctor in their
area and also fix the appointment with the doctor.

8. Inventory Tracking and Dispatching: On time
delivery is critical for the success of today‘s
businesses. M-Commerce allow industries to keep
track of its mobile inventory and make on time
deliveries of the products to the customers.

9. Mobile Brokerage: Stock market services offered
through mobile devices also become more popular
and are known as Mobile Brokerage. For that user
can use the mobile apps and it allow the user to
react on market expansion in a timely basis and
introspective of their physical location.

10. Traffic: The users who use mobile phones are the
ideal clients of the M-Commerce. Traffic control
is usually a major headache for many metropolitan
areas. Using the GPS technology of mobile can
easily improve the flow of traffic in many ways.
For example, determining the driver‘s exact
position, giving directions on driving , and
advising on the current status of traffic in the area.

V. Problems and Constraints of
M-Commerce

1. Number of Customers is not technology savvy:
Many customers will not be using mobile phones
for transaction especially in the rural areas.

2. Most of the merchant do not have updated
technology: Most of the vendors do not have
advanced technology which can perform
transactions with mobile phones.

3. Many products cannot be purchased: Many
products cannot be purchased through mobile.
So it plays a limited role that to in high end
products.

4. New method of commerce for many customers:
In rural areas, M-Commerce is a new concept of
commerce and also in urban areas this is new
phenomenon which takes time to catch by
customers.

5. Delay in Reverse transaction: In mobile
commerce if we return the purchases, consumers
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are confused how to reverse the order and to get
the money. It is also a time consuming process.

6. Concerns of Security, privacy and reliability:
M-Commerce sites are less secure and less reliable
for online payments through credit or debit cards.

7. Limited speed: Mobile internet has limited speed
as compare to computer systems. So some times
M-Commerce sites are not work properly on
mobile.

8. Storage capacity: Storage capacity of mobile has
limited to store important information.

VI. Benefits of M-commerce in India
Now a days, M-Commerce market grows rapidly
because the number of mobile increasing day by day.
M-Commerce facilitate works very easily and smoothly
in the customers busy schedule. It some benefits are
as follows:

1. User friendly: Today’s websites are designed so
much user friendly. M-Commerce sites use
different classification of products variety which
helps customers to choose needy product from
the numbers of products. Website predicts option
helps customers to find the product more easily
and rapidly.

2. Easy to bear mobile device: Mobile is a hand
held device. So user can easily carry the mobile

with them any where customers wants.

3. Low internet connectivity area: M-commerce
websites are efficiently used where the internet
connectivity is less and website is taking more time
to upload. For opening sites on mobile required
less internet data as compared to opening of sites
on laptop or PC.

4. Secure transactions: For doing the secure
transactions, confirmation code are sent on the
E-Mail or mobile phones. M-commerce also gives
an assurance of secure transactions by after filling
this code the transaction will be processed, So that
chances of wrong transactions are very less and
unsecure transitions can be eliminated.

5. Convenience: Mobile device is very convenient
for opening of M-Commerce sites and very easy
to handle. Mobile device is easy to carry by
customers; it helps customers to avoid 0going to
cyber cafes to access the internet.

6. Saves time: To complete the M-Commerce
transaction customer not needs to plug in his/her
laptop or PC and wait for the system to reload.
But with the mobile device customer can complete
the transaction just hit a single button on M-
Commerce sites. So it’s save most of the customer
time.

7. Electronic Wallet: A mobile payment is one of
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the main reasons for the success of m-commerce,
because mobile device act as an electronic wallet
for mobile payments through mobile payment
applications.

8. Flexibility accessibility: Customers are flexible
to access the M-Commerce sites as well as at the
same time can be login on to various mobile

messengers like Facebook, Twitter, Gmail and
other networking platforms

VII. Drawback of M-Commerce in India
Each coin has two sides. Same M-commerce also
has some drawbacks over its benefits, which are as
follows:-

1. Lack of Internet Connectivity: Number of places
in India, in which access of internet is not
available. Also3G networks are not available at so
many states.

2. Language Barrier: Mostly customers are not
aware about the English language. So that for the
transaction over internet through mobile devices,
language becomes one of the major factors to
purchases, hire and sell a particular product or
services.

3. Less Graphic Resolutions: Mobile devices have
less resolution as compare to computer/laptop,
for that reason consumers are least interested to
buy a particular product because product is not
properly or exactly shown in mobile devices as
compare to computers /laptops/notebooks.

4. Lack of Awareness: Customers are not aware
about the term M-Commerce. And still afraid to
adopt to purchase belongings online as well as
they are feeling uncomfortable to buy a product
through M-commerce.

5. Less Number of Smart phone users: Customers
are not using the smart phones in the remote areas
because of less internet connectivity.

6. Less Functionality: Mobile Phone present less
functions as compared to Laptops. Functionality
is limited for mobile phones.

7. Security issues: Customers have some security
issues while making the payment. Some time
speed of internet does not allow customers to
make the payments efficiently. Also the threat of
hacking, phishing is always there as customers
don’t have security software available in their
phones. While customer using apps to complete
the transaction, their identity and personal detail
and bank credentials are used by the app store.

8. ROPO- Research Online and Purchase Offline:
Most of the people have ROPO tendency.
Numbers of customers still prefer viewing
products and comparing online but they still using
offline method to purchase products.
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9. Complex mobile applications: Mobile
applications of M-Commerce are available but still
they are complex for the customers as compare to
E-Commerce websites.

VIII. Findings
After the study, we include that there is lots of work
which is to be done for M-Commerce in India. We
know M-Commerce is the new industry in India and
to run this type of industries, internet connectivity
and mobile networking are the necessary requirements.
But still in some areas of India are lacked internet
connectivity and mobile networking. Some population
is still not believed on the functioning of the M-
Commerce. These are the main reasons for the slow
rate of growth of M-Commerce in India.

But M-Commerce market grows in India because so
many growth factors such as new generation’s
perception towards M-Commerce, growth of financial
area and increasing the numbers of smart phone buyers
are favorable for their growth. But still it is a small
single step in the long journey of developing M-
Commerce in the nation.

IX. Suggestions
M-Commerce industry run well in the India, but still
it need some positive steps for the proper growth of
M-Commerce in India. There should be taken essential
steps to include these growth factor such as wireless
network technology, building of infrastructure to
internet connectivity, gives proper awareness of
internet, aware more and more population about the
uses and security of Ì-commerce applications by the
Government of India.

Following are the some weak area’s where government
should take necessary action for improvement:

� Affordability of mobile devices

� Mobile internet connectivity

� Mobile payments
� Security
� Low tariffs-high revenue
� Proper Government policies

X. Conclusion
Mobile Commerce is well-known as M-Commerce. M-
Commerce are used to purchase and trade goods by using
the wireless devices like smart phones that have operated
with Internet access. The easiness mode of
communication with merchandise and service presenters,
in 24 hrs services and without any location barriers are
the main reason for an everyday popularity increase of
M-Commerce. Both the telecommunications industry
and the business world are starting to see M-Commerce
as a major focus for the future.

This research paper shows that M-Commerce make
its position in the Indian Market with its challenges
and issues. The main reason for its usage is the
affordability of smart phones. These phones are not
allow to user to make audio and video call but user
can now access every feature of business from viewing
the product, giving the order of the product making
the payments and getting their product at the home
door in just few clicks. Services are not limited, user
can also use M-Commerce services like online ticket
booking, user can easily manage their bank accounts
transfer the money from one account to other accounts
in a just few minutes. As every coin has two aspects so
M-Commerce also may have drawback like security
issues due to wireless connections, lack of awareness,
less usage in rural areas where no transportation and
no internet connectivity.

M-Commerce has gain a huge popularity in its initial
phase in India. Mobile commerce plays important role
in the human life. We can say that M-Commerce is
the next generation mode of business and its future
seems to be extremely safe in India.
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Abstract

Since last couple of years, cloud computing has been the key reason for the growth of IT-enabled
businesses. Cloud Computing may now be envisioned as the next generation computing.The
lucrative features behind the wide applicability of Cloud Computing are –To facilitate quick start
up, low set up cost, flexibility and scalability. The purpose of this paper is to analyze its functional
framework which forms basis for its suitability for E-business growth and development and further
to diagnose its security breaches and their counter measures.
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I. Introduction
Remote accessibility of Hardware and software services
without thinking so much about its physical
infrastructure establishment is the main reason of the
wide popularity of the cloud computing.. Based on
the services provided by cloud computing they are
classified as –

IaaS- Infrastructure as a Service.
PaaS-Plateform as a Service
SaaS-Software as a Service
Due to location flexibility, fast query processing, high
availability, ability to store huge amount of data and
most importantly low operational and maintenance
cost are the factors which focuses the orientation of
Organizations more towards business growth rather
than thinking towards its technical side.

Deployment Models of Cloud Infrastructure
The deployment models of cloud infrastructure are –
private cloud, community cloud, public cloud and
hybrid cloud. The major functional properties of the

deployment models are mentioned herewith in the
following diagram.

For business promotion and awareness creation among
public obviously the favourite choice will be through
the deployment of public cloud. But in public cloud
customer does not have control over his data, and
access to this data can be granted inadvertently to
entrusted parties.

The main obstacle to the wide acceptance of cloud
storage, even with all advantages of public cloud
infrastructure, is concern over the data confidentiality
and integrity and possibility of access by untrusted
users. If cloud service providers can provide data
security guarantees, the customer will be assured of
data safety on the cloud from internal and external
threats.

II. Literature Review
Right decision at right time is the key factor for the
economic growth of any business. Therefore the role
of IT in business in dynamic era cannot be overlooked.
Whether to setup IT infrastructure for the business or
to outsource the computing resources for the business
is now the challenging issue. In the growing
competition, financial success is important, because it
is foundation of business survival.In dynamic
competitve era, low investment and maximization of
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ROI is now the core expectation in business.Proper
resource utilization is one of the positive indicator for
maximizing ROI and subsequently Revenue. Fully
relying on technology without compromising the
secracy of the business policy will lead to heavy initial
investment and rapid change in technology will
reinforce quick updation /modification in the
technology infrastructure of the business.this is also
not the smart business policy in current scenario.
Cloud based resource utilization is now the necessity
in business.The increasing business turnover yearwise
for IaaS and PaaS is depicted in figure-2(Source: IDC)

As per NIST the most acceptable definition of cloud
computing is that “Cloud computing is a model for
enabling convenient, on-demand network access to a

shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g.,
networks, servers, storage, applications, and services)
that can be rapidly provisioned and released with
minimal management effort or service provider
interaction. This cloud model promotes availability
and is composed of five essential characteristics, three
service models, and four deployment models.” The
Cloud computing model NIST defined has three
services.

Models and four deployment models. The three service
models, also called SPI model, are: Cloud Software as
Service (SaaS), Cloud Platform as a Service (PaaS) and
Cloud Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS). The four
deployment models are: Private cloud, Community
cloud, and Public cloud and Hybrid cloud. Compared

Figure-1: Deployment Model

Figure-2: Comparative financial growth of PaaS and IaaS
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with the traditional IT model, the cloud computing
has many potential advantages. But from the
consumers’ perspective, cloud computing security
concerns remain a major barrier for the adoption of
cloud computing.

It is very common practice in any business that during
peak load the resources will be optimally utilized but
during off load the resource will drastically be under
utilized.using cloud computing ,resource sharing can
easily be well synchronized with load which will be
based on category of cloud i.e. public cloud,
community cloud,private cloud or hybrid cloud. At
the infrastructure level, resource sharing means
supporting many platforms and applications on the
same physical resources, using the virtualization
techniques of IaaS .At the platform and application
levels, providers can achieve resource sharing through
multi-tenancy. For PaaS, this means applications from
many clients running on the same operating system.
For SaaS, it means clients sharing the same application
instance. By doing all these means and, using specially-
designed application architectures, one can achieve
better utilization of the underlying assets than if each
client uses either a separate application instance on
the same operating system or another virtualized
instance sharing hardware. The economical, scalable,
expedient, ubiquitous, and on-demand access to shared
resources are some of the characteristics of the cloud
that have resulted in shifting the business processes to
the cloud.

III. Threats in Cloud Computing
Environment

While working in cloud computing zone it is quite
common to get leverage of the technologies related
with web services, web browsers as well as
virtualization. Therefore the technical issues related
with these technologies will get inherited into colud
computing infrastructure. It is also required here to
undersatnd the concept of virtualization. The concept
of virtualization is helpful in creating, managing and
sharing the virtual web resouces in same way as it is
being done for managing real web and computing
resources.This ideology has been smartly used in
distributed computing environment. A lot of

applications in cloud computing are based on the
virtualization concept therefore to secure the virtual
resources in cloud computing is equally important as
to secure the real web resources. Virtual machines have
two boundaries viz. virtual and physical. Due to
interconnection complexity, the created loop holes are
the major reasons of high level of vulnerability and
high risk of DoS attack.

Inspite of several advantages, the cloud computing
persists serious data security issues. If the security issues
of cloud computing are not controlled and monitored
in an organized way, it will adversly affect the business.
In cloud computing environment, initial interaction
is through API and User Interfaces therefore they are
the driving forces of cloud computing. Cloud API’s
IP address is vulnerable and unsafe between the cloud
and user.The cloud may be the major target to the
hackers as it contains high valued centralized data store
and its centralised access. A lot of data damages are by
the malicious insiders. The insiders may be current or
former employees, contractors or parteners having the
previledge of accessing the data.

Advaced Persistant Threats (APT) are also desiged and
modelled for long term cyberattck by the hackers by
just providing the leverage of ongoing access of the
networks at initial level and futher exploited as phising
attack.

Shared technology issue in cloud computing is also
one of the big issue as cloud provider provides services
to several tenants so there is the need of multifactor
authentication.

As availability of computing resources is needed to
multitenants therefore it may be on the risk of DoS.

IV. Countermeasuring Security in Cloud
Based Computing

First and foremost requirement for countermeasuring
security is the need of following guidelines of CSA
which better explains about the issue related with the
leakage of customer data while using cloud computing
infrastructure based on virtual netwok.

Upto certain extent the architecture ontology approach
explained in several research papers is better option to
counterfeit the security issues realted with cloud based
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computing.It provides a controlled mechanism for
secured storage, API and access management.

Proxy based architecture are also proposed in some
researrch papers to control the SQL Injection
Attack.For handling cross site scripting attack active
content filtering technique is a better solution.

ARP (Address Resolution Protocol) and RTT (Round
Trip Time) based sniffing detection tools can be easily
used to counter measure the network sniffing
attack.On the basis of information exchange,
cooperative and orchestrated association among
various Intrusion Detection Systems, the DoS attack
can be prevented.

V. Conclusion
No doubt to say that Cloud based Computing is next
generation IT-Enabled Computing Technology. And It’s
application has a satisfactory outcome where there is a
huge initial investement requirement in the Informtion
Technology area.But it’s applicability into the E-
Commerce where sensitive information such as credit
card, debit card details are needed in the cloud based
infrastructure are suspicious. Authetication, accessing and
revealing the confidential data is now the primary concern

in Cloud computing. To hire and use of computing
resources is cost effective but there is no surity that this
data cannot be misused by third party consulting Cloud
Computing Service providers. At the very first level it
seems that while using cloud based services and even
sharing confidential information if consumer is further
not intersted to continue it then due to lack of clear
legal cyber act the probability of being
exploitation,blackmailing of cosumer based on sensitive
data by service providers or by third party consumers
associated with service providers , may increase.In fact
there is a need of strict policy formulation and
implementation on legal aspects about violation of data
security or misuse of personal data resources available
with cloud service providers, no matter whether
consumer is further interested or not interseted to
continue the cloud based services. Especially in legal
context in Indian scenario the information technology
act, cyber laws needs to be more strengthen in terms of
misusing personal and confidential online resources
available with cloud based computing environment.
Otherwise Technology based, cost effective and
transparent governance based on cloud computing will
have no such remarkable impact in business growth as it
is being expected from it.
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Abstract

Limited Energy resource of the batteries of the sensors is a challenging constraint in the design of
wireless sensor. The operating time of WSN utilized in the applications is restricted by the limited
resources. As data communication disperses the energy resource of the network the major role is
played by the routing algorithm in the energy efficiency of WSN. The delivery of data from sensors
to the base stations is done by the energy efficient cluster-based routing algorithm. These algorithms
are heuristic. Heuristic algorithms do not assure about the optimal solution but still we use them
because they are simple and are used for optimization of large sensor networks. This article offers
a model to accomplish the optimal solution for cluster-based routing protocols in WSN.
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I. Introduction
If we consider energy efficiency in WSN, the common
problem is sending maximum data from all the sensor
nodes to the base station until the first sensor node
runs out of the battery. In this routing, clustering is a
process that divides the network into interconnected
sub-structures called clusters [1]. Each cluster has a
cluster-head as a coordinator within the sub-structure
which acts as a medium for data transfer between the
nodes [2]. The Cluster heads communicate with each
other and send data to the Base Station. Figure 1 shows
the routing based on clusters where cluster heads are
appointed in network.

These algorithms are heuristic. Heuristic algorithms
do not assure about the optimal solution but still we
use them because they are simple and are used for
optimization of large sensor networks [3]. This article
offers a model to accomplish the optimal solution for
cluster-based routing protocols in WSN [4]. Problem

is solved as integer linear programming problem and
optimal solutions are computed using ILP Solvers [5].
The performance of heuristic algorithms and optimum
solution for system lifetime problem is evaluated using
these solutions.

The research is organized in the following manner:
Previous work done in energy efficiency using cluster-
based routing then a clustering-based routing model
is developed and implemented in a simple network of
one cluster and then multiple clusters and at last the
results of models are presented [6].

II. Energy Efficiency Using Cluster Based
Routing

High energy nodes are responsible for gathering data
from the low energy nodes and then they perform data
aggregation before sending data to the base station [8].
Different nodes are grouped together to form clusters
and the node having high remaining energy are
nominated as Cluster Head. In every cluster, the
nominated Cluster Head receives the data and
aggregate data from all the sensor nodes in the cluster
[9]. The data size of all the sensor nodes is same. The
size of aggregated data done at Cluster Head is same
as the data size of every sensor node in the cluster [10].
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Data aggregation is done before sending the data to
the Base station. Data Aggregation has an advantage
that it reduces the amount of the information sent to
the base station which in turns saves energy [11]. Figure
2 shows that node N1 require more energy to reach
cluster head CH2 than CH1.
In the sensor applications, Sensor nodes send data
periodically to the Base Station [12]. One round of

data transmission is equivalent to the duration of
time to send a unit of data to the BS. Energy which is
used to send a unit of data to the base station is lost
by the sensor nodes at the end of each round of
data transmission. Total number of rounds which are
used for sending data to the Base Stations until the
first nodes is known as the lifetime of the sensor
Networks.

Fig. 1: Routing Based on Clusters

Fig. 2: Energy from Node to Cluster Head
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III. Low-Energy Adaptive Clustering
Hierarchy

LEACH which is Low energy adaptive clustering
hierarchy is a TDMA-based MAC Protocol which is
integrated with clustering. The principle of LEACH
is to lower the energy consumption which is required
to create and maintain clusters in order to improve
the life time of a wireless sensor network. Network is
made up of nodes some of which are called Cluster
heads. The task of cluster head is to collect data from
their surrounding nodes and pass it on the base station.
LEACH is dynamic because the job of cluster-head
rotates [17]. Nodes that have been cluster head cannot
become cluster head again for P rounds, where P is
the desired percentage of cluster heads. Each node has
a 1/P Probability of becoming cluster head again [16].
The nodes which are located at a large distance from
Base Station will consume more energy in comparison
to those nodes which are located near to base station
while sending data to the Base Station. After every
round of transmission Residual Energy is calculated.
A code is transmitting by all the nodes and contains
information about the Residual energy and their
Identification [18]. If the calculated Residual Energy
of a node is greater than the Residual energy of all the
other nodes then that particular node having Residual
Energy greater elected as a Cluster Head. The operation
of LEACH consists of several rounds with two phases
in each: Setup phase and Steady phase.

In the first step, the Cluster Head sends the
Advertisement Packets to all the nodes and inform
Cluster nodes that they have become a cluster head
[19]. For balancing the energy consumption, the node
which already elected as cluster head cannot be the

cluster head again until all the nodes in the cluster
have become cluster head once.

In the second step, The Advertisement Packets sent
by the Cluster head is received by the Non-Cluster
head [13]. The Non-Cluster head send the joint
request to the cluster head informing that they are
members of the cluster under that particular cluster
head.

In the third step, Transmission Schedule is created by
the Cluster Head for the other nodes of the Cluster.
In accordance to number of the nodes in the cluster,
TDMA Schedule is created [14]. The member nodes
of the cluster transmit the data according to the time
schedule.

Second Phase of LEACH is known as Steady Phase.
Cluster Head receives all the data from the Cluster
Node [15]. Data aggregation is done by the Cluster
Head and then it forwards the data to the Base Station
either directly or through other Cluster Head along
with the Static Route defined in the Source Code. After
a time, limit, Network goes back to the Setup Phase.

IV. Conclusion
Routing protocol based on clustering is shown in this
paper. Sensor node never works on individual data
but it takes list of activities and work with all nodes.
As handling of huge sensors are typical so they are
divided into clusters and cluster heads are assigned.
Cluster head collect information for their clusters and
pass to base station. Selecting cluster is not easy. Battery
life and energy of nodes are compared to select it as
cluster head. LEACH is the low energy adaptive
clustering hierarchy, which is used for solving problems
related to wireless sensor networks.
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Abstract

Image segmentation is an automated process of partitioning an image into non-overlapping regions.
It is a challenging task in computer vision and is a critical step in image understanding. In recent
years, various image segmentation algorithms have been developed. In this paper, we present the
idea of segmentation for color images based on automatic pixel classification using Twin Support
Vector Machine (TWSVM). This algorithm extracts color features from the images and uses them as
training data for TWSVM. The TWSVM classifier is trained to distinguish between object and
background pixels. This segmentation algorithm takes advantage of the local information of the
image. It is shown experimentally that the proposed method outperforms other state-of-the-art
segmentation methods.
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I. Introduction
Image segmentation is a method of partitioning an
image into various non-overlapping regions so that
each region is nearly homogeneous, but the union of
two or more regions is not [1]. It is a low-level vision
task andis a critical task for image analysis and pattern
recognition. In the recent years, a wide variety of
methods are proposed for image segmentation and
these methods can be categorized into five major
categories [1–3]:

� Histogram thresholding-based methods [4,5]:
Histogram thresholding converts a multilevel
image into a binary image, where 0 value is assigned
to background pixels and 1 to objects or
foreground pixels of an image based on a
comparison with some threshold value T. T is
intensity or color value and it can be a constant or
could vary with the location in the image, thus
called as global and local thresholding respectively.
These methods are popular due to their simplicity
and efficiency.

� Clustering-based methods [6,7]: Clustering is a
process which replaces a set of homogeneous pixels
by a cluster, where the pixels may belong to a cluster
due to some similarity in color, texture etc. The
popular clustering methods are K-means and fuzzy
c-means (FCM) algorithms which iteratively
partition an image into K clusters. These
algorithms use color, texture, and spatial
information, or a weighted combination of these
factors to group the pixels. The pixels are assigned
to the cluster that minimizes the variance between
the pixel and the cluster center.

� Edge detection-based methods [8]: Edge detection
methods identify the pixels in the image that
correspond to the edges of the objects seen in the
image. This generates a binary image highlighting
edge pixels. Various edge detection algorithms used
are Sobel, Prewitt and Laplacian operators.

� Region-based methods: Region-based seg-
mentation is used to associate individual pixels of
an image to sets of pixels called regions which could
correspond to an object or a meaningful part of
some object.

� Graph-based methods [9]: These methods make
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use of a graph in which the nodes represent the
image pixels and arcs link the neighboring pixels.
The segmentation process aims at minimizing the
weight that cuts a graph into sub-graphs. Such
algorithms are computationally expensive.

Many of these algorithms have proved to be successful
in various applications, but none of them is generally
applicable to a large range of images. Recently,
advanced approaches, such as SVM [10], have been
successfully utilized in image segmentation. SVM
classifiers have good generalization ability and therefore
achieve better segmentation, but they are sensitive to
pixel-level features and initialization. Yu and Chang
[11] presented a method for solving scenery image
segmentation by applying the SVMs methodology.
Wang et al.[12,13] presented a color image
segmentation algorithm by combining SVM and fuzzy
c-means. They extracted color features and steerable
filter based texture features from the image. Fuzzy c-
means based algorithm is used for clustering the image
pixels using color and texture features, which are used
as training data for SVM algorithm for image
segmentation. Wang et al. [20] propose a segmentation
algorithm that uses Least Square Support Vector
Machine (LS-SVM) as a classifier.

In this paper, we improve the color image segmentation
algorithm given by [20]. We present a segmentation
approach which is simple and effective as compared
to other segmentation algorithms. The paper is
organized into various sections where Section II
presents an overview on TWSVM. Section III describes
the pixel level color feature extraction. Section IV
explains the segmentation process. The experimental
setup is given in Section V and the paper concludes in
Section VI.

II. Twin Support Vector Machine
Support vector machines (SVM) were introduced by
Vapnik and is based on statistical learning theory and
structural risk minimization principle [14]. A
remarkable improvement over SVM was given by
Khemchandani et al. as TWSVM [17]. TWSVM is a
binary classifier that classifies data points using two
non-parallel hyperplanes instead of a single hyperplane

as in the case of conventional SVM. The two non-
parallel hyperplanes are obtained by solving two
Quadratic Programming problems (QPPs) of smaller
size compared to a single large QPP solved by
conventional SVM. Consider a binary classification
problem of classifying 1m  datapoints belonging to class
+1 and 2m  data points belonging to class -1 in the n -
dimensional real space nR . Let matrix 1m nA R ×∈
represent the datapoints of class +1 and
matrix 2m nB R ×∈  represent the datapoints of class -
1. Given the above stated binary classification problem,
linear TWSVM seeks two non-parallel hyperplanes
in nR

' (1) (1) ' (2) (2)0    and   0x w b x w b− = − = (1)

such that each hyperplane is closest to datapoints of
one class and farthest from the datapoints of other
class. A new datapoint is assigned to class +1 or -1
depending upon its proximity to the two non-parallel
hyperplanes. The linear TWSVM classifier is obtained
by solving the following pair of QPPs
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Here 1 2, 0c c >  are penalty parameters,

and are slack variables. One can

then write the dual of QPPs of Eq. (2) and Eq. (3)

and solve them to get the hyperplanes Eq. (1). Here

we observe that TWSVM is approximately four times

faster than the usual SVM. This is because, the

complexity of the usual SVM is no more than

(where is the total number of data

points), and TWSVM solves two QPPs, each of which
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is roughly of size . Thus, the ratio of runtimes is

approximately

III. Pixel-Level Features
The problem of image segmentation is regarded as a
classification task, where the task is to associate a label
with every pixel in the image. so, it is important to
extract effective pixel-level features. Color is a
dominant and distinguishable low-level visual feature.

The color feature used for this work is homogeneity.
Here, each pixel of the image is classified as belonging
to only one homogenous region i.e. it either belongs
to the object or to the background.

Pixel-level Color Feature
The HSV color space is selected to extract pixel-level
color features. The advantage of using HSV color space
is [15]: (1) the brightness or lightness component is
irrelevant to chromatic information of the images and
(2) the chromatic component consisting of hue and
saturation is intuitive. The effect of lighting on the
color feature can be eliminated by considering only
the HS color space to extract pixel-level color feature.

(a)

(b) (c)

Fig. 1: (a) Color image; (b), (c) H and S components respectively

The range of H and S are [0, 360] and [0, 1],
respectively. To maintain uniformity between H and
S components, the range of H is scaled to [0, 1]. Fig.1
shows the H and S components of a color image in
HSV color space. In this paper, the pixel-level color
feature homogeneity is extracted. The feature consists
of two components: discontinuity and standard
deviation. Let represent the
three color components of a pixel at location (x,y) in
an M X N image. The components of homogeneity

are calculated in the following manner:

1) Calculate Discontinuity
The discontinuity measures the degree of abrupt
changes in the color levels of pixel component

that is, the discontinuity is described
by its edge value, and is generally obtained by applying
edge detectors to the image. There are many different
edge operators: Sobel, Canny, Derish, Laplace etc. Due
to the simplicity and effectiveness, the Sobel operator
is used for calculating the discontinuity and the

.
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magnitude of the gradient at location (x,y).

(4)

where and are the components of the gradient
in the x’ and y’ directions respectively.

2) Calculate Standard Deviation
We assume that the signals are ergodic, so standard
deviation gives the contrast within a local window,
and is calculated for a pixel component as follows:

(5)
where .

 is the mean of the color levels of pixel component

within window Ω
x,y

 and is defined

by

3) Find Pixel-level Color Feature
Homogeneity is related to the local information
extracted from an image and determines the uniformity
of the region. An image can be segmented into non-
overlapping homogeneous regions by making an
effective use of homogeneity. The local homogeneity

of image pixel at the location (x,) for color component
is represented by

(7)

where

(8)
Here, and are, respectively, the standard deviation and
the discontinuity of image pixel at the location (x,y)
for color component .The pixel-level color feature CF

x,y

of the image pixel P
x,y

 at location (x,y) is calculated as

(9)

IV. The TWSVM based image segmentation
using color features

In this work, we propose the use of TWSVM [17] for
pixel classification. TWSVM is proved to be faster than
SVM and is more effective classifier. In this paper, we
present a color image segmentation technique using
automatic pixel classification with TWSVM. We first
extract the pixel-level color features and use them as
input of TWSVM classifier. The training samples are
selected by using k-means clustering, with k=2. The
k-means clustering method generates a binary image
of the original image and assigns a label to each pixel
as belonging to object or background. We, randomly,
select 1000 pixels each from the object and the
background, as the training dataset for TWSVM.

Fig. 2: Color image segmentation using pixel classification with TWSVM

(6)
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V. Experimental setup and Performance
evaluation

The proposed method is used to segment an image
into distinct regions. The images are selected from
Berkeley Segmentation Database (BSD) [18]. The
BSD comprises of various images from the Corel
dataset and contains ground truth of 300 images for
benchmarking image segmentation and boundary
detection algorithms. The content of the images are
landscapes, animals, portraits and various objects. The
metric used for the quantitative evaluation of the
proposed algorithm is segmentation Error Rate Average
Normal Precision (ER) [1]. It presents the ratio of

misclassified image pixels over the total image pixels,
and the error rate is defined as:

(12)
where Nf is the number of false-detection image pixels,
Nm denotes the number of miss-detection image
pixels, and Nt is total number of images pixels.

For experimentation, the local window size is 5 X 5.
The linear classifier is used by TWSVM. Fig. 4 shows
the comparative segmentation results. Table I presents
the quantitative evaluation, in terms of error rate (ER),
for four different image segmentation algorithms.

Table-I: The ER achieved on Barkeley Segmentation database images

Error Rate (ER)

Image Edison Mean-shift LS-SVM Proposed
Method [19] Method [6] [20] Method

1 16.52% 9.54% 9.16% 3.67%

2 4.83% 8.72% 1.49% 1.57%

3 7.0% 7.6% 6.2% 0.84%

4 10.81% 9.16% 8.97% 8.90%

VI. Conclusions

In this paper, an innovative approach for color image
segmentation based pixel classification is proposed with
twin support vector machine. The proposed method
combines the pixel-wise information of color image
and the generalization ability of TWSVM classifier.
The color feature, homogeneity, is extracted which is
in consideration of local human visual sensitivity for
color pattern variation in HSV color space. Then, the

pixel-level color features are used as input of TWSVM
classifier. TWSVM model is trained by selecting the
training samples with k-means clustering. Finally, the
color image is segmented with the trained TWSVM
model. The experiments, done on various images taken
from Berkeley image Segmentation Database, indicate
that the proposed algorithm outperforms various color
image segmentation algorithms. The proposed
segmentation algorithm can be extended to be applied
on videos.
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Abstract

In this era where the technology evolves every day, there is consistent need of a new technology.
Data mining is the technique which extracts important information from a humongous amount of
data. Data is commonly known as the new gold. It is the most precious part of any organization
and data mining or knowledge extraction are the technologies behind keeping this data up to date
and usable. This is the technique which has taken the world by storm. In this paper we intend to
study the various algorithms used in the past and present scenario. Additionally we also propose to
study the future techniques to be used in this area.
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I. Introduction
The data stored on the Internet has been growing very
rapidly. “The information age has emerged due to rapid
change in electronic data”. Companies collect all sorts
of information about the business process such as
financial, payroll, customer data, inventory etc.
Similarly in other areas terabytes of data is produced.
Subsequently, there is growing demand for methods
to analyse large volumes of data. The field of data
mining has emerged to analyse this large amount of
data.

Data mining is broadly defined as the process of finding
“patterns” from large amounts of data. Data mining is
considered to be the most important step in the
knowledge discovery process. Although the process of
knowledge discovery involves several pre-mining and
post-mining steps such as data cleansing and data
visualization but in the present paper, the focus is on
data mining.

Initially, data mining was used for well structured data
such as relational data. Data mining of structured data

has been successfully applied to various disciplines.
However, World Wide Web (WWW) has introduced
large amounts of data. Such data is also known as semi
structured data [1].

II. Methods of Data Mining
Association
Association is the most familiar data mining technique.
Here, patterns can be identified by simply making a
correlation between two or more items, often of the
same type. An association rule has two parts, an
antecedent (if) and a consequent (then). An antecedent
is an item found in the data. A consequent is an item
that is found in combination with the antecedent.
Association rules are created by analysing data for
frequent if/then patterns and using the criteria support
and confidence to identify the most important
relationships. Support is an indication of how
frequently the items appear in the database.
Confidence indicates the number of times the if/then
statements have been found to be true. In data mining,
association rules are used for analysing and predicting
customer behaviour. Association rules can be used in
shopping basket data analysis, catalog design, product
clustering and store layout. Association rules can also
be used by programmers to build programs capable of
machine learning. Machine learning is a type of
artificial intelligence that seeks to build programs with
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the ability to become more efficient without being
explicitly programmed [3].

Classification
Classification can be used to build up an idea of the
type of customer, item or object by describing multiple
attributes for identifying a particular class [2]. For e.g.
cars can be classified into different types by identifying
different attributes. Classification is a data mining
technique that is used to predict group membership
for data instances. For e.g by using classification you
can predict whether a particular day will be sunny,
rainy or cloudy. Decision trees and neural networks
are popularly used classification methods.

Clustering
Clustering is grouping a set of objects in such a way
that objects in the same group or cluster are more
similar (in some sense or another) to each other than
to those in other groups (clusters) [4]. Clustering is
useful for identifying different information by
considering various examples where one can see where
the similarities and ranges agree. You can group
individual pieces of data together by examining one
or more attributes or classes. In clustering we use one
or more attributes as a basis for identifying a cluster of
correlating results [2].

Prediction
Prediction can be combined with other data mining
techniques such as classification, pattern matching and
relation. Prediction runs from predicting the failure
components for identifying fraud. We can even predict
company’s profit through prediction data mining. Past
events can be analysed to make a prediction about an
event [2].

Sequential Patterns
Sequential patterns can be used for identifying trends
or regular occurrences of similar events. By analysing
customer data you can identify that customers buy a
particular collection of products together at different
times of the year. You can use this information in a
shopping basket application to suggest that certain
items can be added to a basket based on their past
purchasing history [2].

III. Data Mining in the Past
Data mining can be applied to various fields like
Artificial Intelligence, Machine learning, Database
management system, Statics etc. The era of data mining
applications started in 1980’s. Initially, data mining
algorithms worked best for numerical data collected
from a single database and various data mining
techniques have evolved for flat files, traditional &
relational databases where data is stored in tabular
form.

In early days of data mining most of the algorithms
employed only statistical techniques. Later on they
evolved with various computing techniques like
artificial intelligence, machine learning and pattern
recognition. Various data mining techniques like
induction, Compression and approximation were
developed. Also various algorithms were developed to
mine the large volumes of heterogeneous data stored
in the data warehouse [5].

IV. Data Mining in the Current Scenario
Data mining applications have now been successfully
implemented in various domains like business,
healthcare, telecommunications, risk analysis etc. The
increasing complexities in various fields have posed
new challenges in the field of data mining. The various
challenges include different data formats, ever growing
business challenges, different data formats etc.
Advancements in data mining have shaped the present
data mining applications to handle the various
challenges.

V. Future of Data Mining
Data mining has become a major discipline in
computer science. The future trends of data mining
include:

� Web & Semantic mining

� Sentiment Analysis

� Scientific Computing

� Business Data Analysis

� Fight Against Terrorism

� Bioinformatics and care for Diseases
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VI. Conclusion
In this paper we have reviewed different data mining
techniques used in past, present and future. Data
mining is a vast field and its applications are not limited

Table-I: Current Data Mining Techniques

Data mining type Data Formats Algorithms Application Areas
Hypermedia Hypertext data Classification & Clustering techniques Intranet & Internet
data mining applications

Multimedia Multimedia data Rule based decision tree classification Audio/Video applications
data mining
Spatial Spatial data Spatial clustering techniques, Spatial Network, Remote sensing
data mining OLAP & GIS applications

Ubiquitous Ubiquitous data Traditional data mining techniques Applications of Mobile
data mining drawn from statistics & Machine learning phones, PDA’s.

Time series Time series data Rule Induction algorithms Business & Financial
data mining applications

Table-II: Comparative Study of Data Mining Trends

Data Mining Data Formats Algorithms Application Areas
Trends
Past Numerical data & structured data Statistical, Machine Business

stored in traditional databases Learning techniques

Current Heterogeneous data formats which Statistical, Machine Business, Web,
includes structured, semi structured Learning, Artificial Medical Diagnosis
& unstructured data Intelligence, Pattern

recognition techniques
Future Complex data objects includes high Soft computing Business, Web,

dimensional, high speed data streams, techniques like fuzzy Medical Diagnosis,
sequence, noise in the time series, logic, neural networks Scientific & Research
graph, Multi instance objects, Multi & genetic programming analysis fields, Social
represented objects & temporal data etc. networking etc.

to a particular area. There are still many untouched
areas in this field which needs to be explored. In future
we can work on different algorithms of sentiment
analysis.
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Abstract

Software testing is the process to evaluate entire software components and verifies that the software
meets the customer requirements. It also bridges the gap between expected and actual results.
Testing can be combined together at various project development phases in order to achieve the
desired results. It also gives an overview of the tools and methodology used during the project
development or project testing phase. This paper includes comparative study of three widely used
automation testing tools like selenium, ranorex and test complete, based on some important
features like platform, script language, programming skills etc.
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I. Introduction
Software testing can be defined as a process to execute
different software components with an intention to
find errors in it. Testing process informs the
development team about the errors and defects present
in each phase of the software.

When to Start Testing
As soon as the requirements are finalized the first step
is to start making test cases based on those
requirements. This will minimize the cost, time to
rework and development efforts so that an error free
software can be delivered to the customer. The success
of testing depends on the development model that is
being used to develop the software.

When to Stop Testing
Software testing is a never-ending process and no one
can say that any software is 100% tested. Testing is a
continuous process which start as soon as the
requirements are gathered and goes till the software is
running in the real world. Following are the aspects
which should be considered to stop the testing:

� Deadlines of the Software Testing.

� Completion of test case execution.

� Completion of Functional and code coverage to a
certain point.

II. Levels of Testing
Unit Testing
Testing the individual components of the software is
termed as unit testing. It is done by the developers at
their end when they are developing the software. The
main objective of performing unit testing is that all
the individual components of the software are working
properly in isolation. If the developers are doing the
testing, it does not mean that the testing team will
not test the individual components of the software.
The developers use test data that is separate from the
test data of the testing team.

Integration Testing
The testing of combined software components to
determine if they function correctly together is referred
to as integration testing. There are two methods of
doing Integration Testing Bottom-up Integration
testing and Top-down Integration testing.

� Bottom-up integration testing begins with unit
testing, followed by tests of progressively higher-
level combinations of units called modules or
builds.
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� Top-Down integration testing, the highest-level
modules are tested first and progressively lower-
level modules are tested after that. In a
comprehensive software development environ-
ment, bottom-up testing is usually done first,
followed by top-down testing.

System Testing
It is the last level in the testing and tests the system as
a whole. Once all the components are integrated and
tested, the entire software is tested to see that it meets
the customer requirements and is developed as per
the quality Standards. This type of testing is performed
by a specialized testing team which may or may not
different from the team which performs unit and
integration testing.

III. Hierarchy of Software testing
Software testing is broadly categorized into two types:-

� Manual testing

� Automated testing

IV. Manual Testing
Manual testing is a process in which we test the
software manually, i.e., without taking any help from

an automated tool or any script. In this type of testing,
the tester acts as an end-user and tests the software to
identify any faults or failures or bugs.

Manual Testing is classified into:-

� Black Box Testing

� White Box Testing

Black Box Testing
Black-box testing is a type of software testing in which
we are concerned with output based on some input
conditions. We are not concerned with the internal
logic of the action thus performed. Even if the tester
does not have knowledge of code, he/she can perform
black box testing. It is also known as functional testing.
This type of testing is purely based on the software
requirements as specified by the customer.

White Box Testing
White box testing is a testing technique which focuses
on internal structure of the software. The tester
critically examines the code, makes test cases
accordingly and then performs the testing. It focuses
on strengthening security, the flow of inputs and
outputs through the application, and improving design
and usability. It is also known as structural testing.

Fig. 1: Hierarchy of Software Testing
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White-box testing follows a technique known as glass
box testing technique.

V. Automation Testing
Automated testing is a method of software testing
where special software tools are required to control
the execution of tests and then compares actual test
results with expected results of the software
components. The objective of automation testing is
to ease the testing effort as much as possible with a
minimum set of scripts. Automated testing is
applicable on large projects; where projects require
rigorous testing on the same code segments again and
again.

The automation software testing consists of a sequence
of activities, processes and tools that processed in order

to execute the test on software and to keep the record
of the result of tests. The following activities include
in testing process:

� Test planning
� Test design
� Implementation
� Test execution
� Test report
� Test evaluation

To improve the efficiency and flexibility of maintaining
test scripts test automation interface is use. It includes
Interface Engine which consist runner to execute the
test scripts, the Interface Environment that consists
Framework and Project Library and Object Repository
are collection of application object data.

Fig. 3: Testing Interface

Fig. 2: Process of Automation Testing
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Why use Automation Testing?
� Manual Testing is time and cost consuming

� It is difficult to perform manual testing for multi
lingual sites.

� Automation Testing does not require tester
interference. Tests can be run overnight
automatically.

� Speed of test execution is increased.

� Automation helps increase  Test Coverage

Automation testing, which is also known as Test
Automation, is when the tester writes scripts and uses
software to test the product.

Automation techniques follows some software’s,
scripts, tools to perform testing these tools are known
as automation testing tools.

Some of these automation tools are:-

� Selenium

� Ranorex

� Test Complete

VI. Automation Testing Tools
Various types of tools are used for automated testing
and they can be used in different areas of testing. The
selection of tool is based on the type of application
which we want to test like automated web testing tools,

GUI testing tools.

Selenium
Selenium is an open source web testing tool which is
used to test the web browsers across different platforms.
It is not just a single tool but a suite of software’s, each
catering to different testing needs of an organization.
It works anywhere where javascript is supported. To
start working with selenium you should have sound
knowledge of HTML.

It is divided into four components:-

� Selenium IDE: It is an integrated development
environment for selenium tests. It allows us to
record edit and debug the tests. It also contains a
log of events that are executed including any errors
or warnings that may have occurred. The execution
commands are run, walk and step.

� Selenium Remote Control: It allows users to write
automated web application tests in any
programming language. Selenium RC comprises
of two components: 1. The selenium server which
launches and kills browsers. 2. Client libraries that
provide an interface between programming
language and selenium server.

� Web Driver: It is a web automated framework that
allows us to execute our tests on different browsers
which was not possible with selenium IDE. Both

Fig. 4: Components of Selenium
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selenium rc and web driver allow the use of
programming language and test your script against
different browsers but they differ on :-1.
Architecture 2. Speed 3. Real time interaction 4.
API 5. Browser Support

� Selenium Grid: It supports distributed test
execution. There are 2 reasons for using selenium
grid:1. To run your tests against multiple browsers,
multiple versions of browser, and browsers running
on different operating systems. 2. To reduce the
time it takes for the test suite to complete a test
pass.

Ranorex
Ranorex is a GUI test automation framework which
provides testing of a wide range of desktop, web and
mobile applications. Test cases once written can be
executed on different platforms.

It simulates the user actions by record and replay tool
into recording modules. Ranorex is easy to use and
affordable even for small testing teams. It contains

different tools that have their own characteristics which
help in testing of software. All tools are integrated in
the Ranorex Studio framework.

The Ranorex Studio tools allow you to test applications
running the following platforms:-

� Winforms, C#, VB.NET

� Web (IExplorer, Firefox, Chrome, Safari)

� WPF, Silverlight, Qt

� SAP, Oracle Forms, MS Dynamics

� Flash/Flex

� Java

� Android

� iOS

In addition to the technologies Ranorex also supports:-

� Capture & Replay

� Keyword-Driven Testing

� Data-Driven Testing

Table-1: Comparison of Automation Testing Tools

S.No. Tools/Features Selenium Ranorex Test Complete

1. Pricing Open Source To be purchased To be purchased

2. Cross platforms. Windows Only Windows Only Window 7 and later
Except XP versions

3. Cross –Browsers Chrome Firefox IE Firefox Chrome IE-Firefox Opera
IE-Opera Safari Chrome

4. Record-Playback. support support support

5. Script-language. Ruby-java python VB script VBScript C#-Jscript
php- java script

6. Ease of Learning. Experience needed Experience needed Experience needed

7. Programming skills Required Partially Required

8. Online-Support. Strong Support Strong Support Strong Support

9. Debugging support. Strong Strong Strong

10. Report Generation. HTML HTML HTML/XML

11. Application support Web applications only Web, Desktop, and Web, Desktop, and
Mobile applications Mobile applications

12. Data-Driven Excel-CSV Excel, CSV, SQL Excel, CSV, SQL
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Test Complete
Test complete has open flexible architecture for
maintaining and executing automated tests for web.

This tool helps to keep the balance between quality
and speed of delivery of applications at affordable cost.

With test complete tool different types of testing can
be done like unit testing and GUI testing, regression
testing etc.

TestComplete Platform acts as a backbone for
TestComplete Desktop, Web, and Mobile.

TestComplete Platform helps the tester to find the
balance between the speed of application delivery and
quality of software at an within your means.

TestComplete Platform’s integration with other tools
ensures quick turnaround is available while releasing
software in frequent and shorter release cycles.

TestComplete Platform includes support for:

� Test recording
� Automated test execution
� Object name mapping
� Data-driven testing with data generation wizards

� Object-driven testing
� Keyword-driven testing
� Test Visualizer
� Database testing support
� Developing custom extensions
� Integration with other tools

VII. Conclusion
This paper presents a study on various automated
testing tools that used on different platforms.
Automation testing tools helps the tester to easily
automate the whole testing process. Automation
testing improves the accuracy and also save time of
the tester as compared to the manual testing. Complete
testing is infeasible. These automation tools enable all
the developers and testers to automate the complete
process of software testing easily. Automated Software
testing is the best method to test the software effectively
and efficiently. Selenium is a framework comprises of
many tools used for testing web applications. With
the help of the case study, we analyze and find the
testing of a web application using automation testing
tool.
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A Review of Various Energy Optimization Routing
Protocols in Wireless Sensor Networks
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Abstract

In wireless sensor networks major frailty of communication between the connecting nodes is their
limited energy resource. Along with increasing the efficacy of the sensor node, it is desirable to
distribute the energy dissipated throughout the network in order to reduce the overhead and maximize
efficiency of overall system. Any communication protocol used for synchronization of nodes incurs
some overhead to set up the communication between the nodes. In this paper we have discussed
and presented a comparison of various energy-efficient routing algorithms. The comparison
parameters taken in consideration are the setup costs, the energy efficiency and the useful lifetime
of the system. To better understand the various energy efficient algorithms, we have also presented
a comparison of an optimum clustering algorithm with the existing algorithms.

The aim of this study is to present an ideal algorithm to reduce the cost of communication between
the peer nodes. The algorithms are compared in terms of system lifetime, power dissipation
distribution, synchronization cost, and complexity of the algorithm.
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I. Introduction
In recent decade the size of computers has decreased
and the processing power has increased exponentially.
Due to this rapid advancement in computers, the role
of computers has increased rapidly in day to day life
of humans. Due to this property of scalability of
computers, the idea of use of computers as a chip has
come into existence, both theoretically and
practically.

As wireless sensor networks is becoming a reality.
Hence, the long term limitation of this technology is
to be understood and addressed to remove any
anomalies.
This paper address limitations of wireless sensor

networks such as: limited energy capacity, energy
localization, transmission cost and limited processing
potentiality. These mentioned issues existing in wireless
sensor networks are completely opposite to the wired
networks, where energy consumption is not an issue
of high concern, transmission cost is much lower, and
the network nodes have high processing power. The
routing approaches of past are not sufficient for this
newer communication technology. Along with
increasing the lifetime of the nodes, it is considered to
distribute the energy dispel throughout the sensor
network in order to reduce the maintenance and
maximize overall system performance. Some overhead
always incurs between any communication protocols.
In this paper with the help of complex algorithms an
attempt is made to overshadow the extra control
messages each node needs to communicate. Each node
could make the most informed decision regarding its
communication options if they had complete
knowledge of the entire network topology and power
levels of all the nodes in the network.
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Figure-1: A wireless sensor network structure

The usual topology of wireless networks have various
nodes spread over a physical area. Due to this property
of not following any hierarchy, the wireless sensor
networks are also known as Ad-hoc networks. These
networks may perform stand-alone or in connection
with a large network through a base station. In order
to have an ideal communication, small hops are
considered over longer communication periods.

II. The Routing Protocols:
In the next few sub-sections, we will discuss the routing
protocols in detail.

Briefly, the protocols are:

1. Direct communication, in which each node
communicates directly with the base station.

2. Diffusion-based algorithm utilizing only location
data.

3. E3D: Diffusion based algorithm utilizing location,
power levels, and node load.

4. Random clustering, similar to LEACH, in which

randomly chosen group heads receive messages
from all their members and forward them to the
base station.

5. An optimum clustering algorithm, in which
clustering mechanisms are applied after some
iterations in order to obtain optimum cluster
formation based on physical location and power
levels.

Direct Communication
Each node is assumed to be within communication
range of the base station and that they are all aware
who the base station is. In the event that the nodes do
not know who the base station is, the base station could
broadcast a message announcing itself as the base
station, after which all nodes in range will send to the
specified base station. So each node sends its data
directly to the base station. Eventually, each node will
deplete its limited power supply and die. When all
nodes are dead and the system is said to be dead.

The main advantages of this algorithm lie in its
simplicity. There is no synchronization to be done
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between peer nodes, and perhaps a simple broadcast
message from the base station would suffice in
establishing the base station identity. The disadvantages
of this algorithm are that radio communication is a
function of distance squared, and therefore nodes
should opt to transmit a message over several small
hops rather than one big one; nodes far away from the
base station will die before nodes that are in close
proximity of the base station. Another drawback is
that communication collision could be a very big
problem for even moderate size networks.

Diffusion based algorithm using location
information
Each node is assumed to be within communication
range of the base station and that they are all aware

who the base station is. Once the base station identity
is established, the second sequence of messages could
be between each node and several of their closest
neighbors. Each node is to construct a local table of
signal strengths recorded from each of their neighbors,
which should be a direct correlation to the distance
those nodes are from each other. The other value
needed is the distance from each neighbor to the base
station, which can be figured out all within the same
synchronization messages. This setup phase needs only
be completed once at the startup of the system;
therefore, it can be considered as constant cost and
should not affect the algorithm’s performance beyond
the setup phase.
In every transmission, each node sends its data that is
destined for the base station, to the best neighbor. Each

Figure-2: Direct Communication

Figure-3: Diffusion Based Routing
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node acts as a relay, merely forwarding every message
received to its respective neighbor. The best neighbor
is calculated using the distance from the sender and
the distance from the neighbor to the base station.
This ensures that the data is always flowing in the
direction of the base station and that no loops are
introduced in the system; this can be accomplished
by considered not only the distance from the source
to the candidate neighbor, but also from the candidate
neighbor to the base station. Notice that the complete
path is not needed in order to calculate the best optimal
neighbor to transmit to. Since each node makes the
best decision for itself at a local level, it is inferred that
the system should be fairly optimized as a whole.

The main advantage of this system is its fairly light
complexity, which allows the synchronization of the
neighboring nodes to be done relatively inexpensive,
and only once at the system startup. The system also
distributes the lifetime of the network a little bit more
efficiently.

The disadvantage of this system is that it still does not
completely evenly distribute the energy dissipated since
nodes close to the base station will die far sooner before
nodes far away from the base station. Notice that this
phenomenon is inversely proportional to the direct
communication algorithm. It should be clear that this
happens because the nodes close to the base station
end up routing many messages per iteration for the
nodes farther away.

E3D: Diffusion based algorithm using location,
power, and load as metrics
In addition to everything that the basic diffusion
algorithm performs, each node makes a list of suitable
neighbors and ranks them in order of preference,
similar to the previous approach. Every time that a
node changes neighbors, the sender will require an
acknowledgement for its first message which will
ensure that the receiving node is still alive. If a time
out occurs, the sending node will choose another
neighbor to transmit to and the whole process repeats.
Once communication is initiated, there will be no
more acknowledgements for any messages. Besides data
messages, there is an introduce exception messages
which serve as explicit synchronization messages. Only

receiver scans issue exception messages, and are
primarily used to tell the sending node to stop sending
and let the sender choose a different neighbor. An
exception message is generated in only three instances:
the receiving node’s queue is too large, the receiver’s
power is less than the sender’s power, and the receiver
has passed a certain threshold which means that it has
very little power left.

At any time throughout the system’s lifetime, a receiver
can tell a sender not to transmit anymore because the
receiver’s queues are full. This should normally not
happen, but in the event it does, an exception message
would alleviate the problem. In the current schema,
once the sending node receives an exception message
and removes his respective neighbor off his neighbor
list, the sending node will never consider that same
neighbor again. We did this in order to minimize the
amount of control messages that would be needed to
be exchanged between peer nodes. However, future
considerations could be to place a receiving neighbor
on probation in the event of an exception message,
and only permanently remove it as a valid neighbor
after a certain number of exception messages.

The second reason an exception message might be
issued, which is the more likely one, is when the
receiver’s power is less than the sender’s power, in which
if the receiver’s power is less than the specified
threshold, it would then analyze the receiving packets
for the sender’s power levels. If the threshold was made
too small, then by the time the receiver managed to
react and tell the sender to stop sending, too much of
its power supply had been depleted and its life
expectancy thereafter would be very limited while the
sending node’s life expectance would be much longer
due to its less energy consumption. Through empirical
results, we concluded that the optimum threshold
is50% of the receiver’s power levels when it in order
to equally distribute the power dissipation throughout
the network. In order to avoid having to acknowledge
every message or even have heart beat messages, we
introduce an additional threshold that will tell the
receiving node when its battery supply is almost gone.
This threshold should be relatively small, in the 5~10%
of total power, and is used for telling the senders that
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their neighbors are almost dead and that new more
suitable neighbors should be elected.

The synchronization cost of e3D is two messages for
each pair of neighboring nodes. The rest of the
decisions will be based on local look-ups in its memory
for the next best suitable neighbor to which it should
transmit to. Eventually, when all suitable neighbors
are exhausted, the nodes opt to transmit directly to
the base station. By looking at the empirical results
obtained, it is only towards the end of the system’s
lifetime that the nodes decide to send directly to the
base station.

The main advantage of this algorithm is the near
perfect system lifetime where most nodes in the
network live relatively the same duration. The system
distributes the lifetime and load on the network better
than the previous two approaches. The disadvantage
when compared to of this algorithm is its higher
complexity, which requires some synchronization
messages throughout the lifetime of the system. These
synchronization message are very few, and therefore
worth the price in the event that the application calls
for such strict performance.

Random Clustering Based Algorithm
This algorithm is similar to LEACH, except there is
no data aggregation at the cluster heads. Random
cluster heads are chosen and clusters of nodes are
established which will communicate with the cluster
heads.

The main advantage of this algorithm is the
distribution of power dissipation achieved by randomly
choosing the group heads. This yields a random
distribution of node deaths. The disadvantage of this
algorithm is its relatively high complexity, which
requires many synchronization messages compared to
e3D at regular intervals throughout the lifetime of the
system. Note that cluster heads should not be chosen
at every iteration since the cost of synchronization
would be very large in comparison to the number of
messages that would be actually transmitted. In our
simulation, we used rounds of 20iterations between
choosing new cluster heads. The high cost of this
schema is not justifiable for the performance gains over

much simpler schemes such as direct communication.
As a whole, the system does not live very long and has
similar characteristics to direct communication. Notice
that the only difference in its perceived performance
from direct communication is that it randomly kills
nodes throughout the network rather than having all
the nodes die on one extreme of the network.

The nodes that are farther away would tend to die
earlier because the cluster heads that are farther away
have much more work to accomplish than cluster heads
that are close to the base station. The random clustering
algorithm had a wide range of performance results,
which indicated that its performance was directly
related to the random cluster election; the worst case
scenario had worse performance by a factor of ten in
terms of overall system lifetime.

Ideal Clustering Based Algorithm
The cost of implementing this classical clustering
algorithm in a real world distributed system such as
wireless sensor networks is energy prohibitively high;
however, it does offer us insight into the upper bounds
on the performance of clustering based algorithms.

This technique is implemented using k-Means
clustering (k represents the number of clusters) to form
the clusters. The cluster heads are chosen to be the
clustroid nodes; the clustroid is the node in the cluster
that minimizes the sum of the cost metric to the other
points of the corresponding cluster. In electing the
clustroid, the cost metric is calculated by taking the
distance squared between each corresponding node
and the candidate clustroid and divided by the
candidate clustroid’s respective power percentage levels.

III. Conclusion
In this paper we have discussed various energy efficient
routing protocols for wireless sensor networks. The
comparison based of systematic review indicates that
the Clustering based routing is best among the others.
In contrast: 1). Direct Communication has no
synchronization between peer nodes, and perhaps a
simple broadcast message from the base station would
suffice in establishing the base station identity,
Diffusion based routing does not completely distribute
the energy dissipated since nodes close to the base
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station will die far sooner before nodes far away from
the base station and in Random Clustering the nodes
that are farther away would tend to die earlier because

the cluster heads that are farther away have much more
work to accomplish than cluster heads that are close
to the base station.
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Abstract

In this paper we will discuss about 3D printing in medical science. Nowadays it is the most effective
and major concept in medical science. This is mainly used in making organs, skin cells, bone and
cartilage and cancer research.
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I. Introduction

The 3D printing is invented by Charles hull, which is
known by “stereolithography”. The major advantages
are this 3D printing in medical applications are amplify
rapidly and are anticipated to revolutionize health
care. Medical use of 3D printing, both actual as
well as potential, can be systematized in to several
broad categories, including customization and
personalization and enhanced productivity etc. The
application of 3D printing provides many advantages,
contain: the customization and personalization of
medical products, drugs, and equipment; cost-
effectiveness; enlarge productivity; the democratization
of design and manufacturing; and improve
collaboration [1]. It should be wariness that despite
recent significant and exciting medical advances
involving 3D printing, notable scientific and inhibit

challenges remain and this technology will need time
to evolve.

II. 3D Printing
In Three-dimensional (3D) printing the objects are
made by fusing or depositing materials—such as
plastic, metal, ceramics, powders, liquids, or even living
cells—in layers to generate a 3D object [2]. This
procedure is also relating to as additive manufacturing
(AM), rapid prototyping (RP), or solid free-form
technology (SFF). Some 3D printers are resembling
to traditional inkjet printers; however, the difference
in that is the difference in production of end product
in 3D object. 3D printing is look forward in the way
to revolutionize medicine and other fields, not unlike
the way the printing press transformed publishing.

III. Common Types of 3D Printers
All 3D printing processes offer merits and demerits.
The 3D printer which are most frequently used in
medical applications are: selective laser sintering (SLS),
thermal inkjet (TIJ) printing, and fused deposition
modeling (FDM). A brief discussion of each of these
3D printers are follows.

� Selective Laser Sintering

In this technology printer uses powdered material as
the substrate for printing new objects. in this the shape
of the object drawn by the laser in the powder and
fusing it together [3]. Then a new layer of powder is
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pass and the process reiterate, building each layer, one
by one, to form the object. This can be used to create
metal, plastic, and ceramic objects.

� Thermal Inkjet Printing (TIJ)

This type of printer mainly known for the
“noncontact” printing technique that uses thermal,
electromagnetic, or piezoelectric technology to deposit
tiny droplets of “ink”TIJ printers, the process is done
by heating the printhead and creates small air bubbles
that go out, creating pressure pulses that eject ink drops
from nozzles in volumes as small as 10 to 150 picolitres
[4].TIJ printers are especially encouraging for use in
tissue engineering and regenerative medicine. Because
of their digital precision, control, versatility, and benign
effect on mammalian cells, this technology is earlier
being applied to print simple 2D and 3D tissues and
organs (which is also known as bioprinting). Figure 1
shows thermal inkjet printer. TIJ printers may also
uses in, such as drug delivery and gene transfection
during tissue construction.

� Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM)

FDM printers are very common and reasonable than
the SLS type. An FDM printer uses a similar technique
of printing like to an inkjet printer. However, beads
of heated plastic are released from the printhead as it
moves, assemble the object in thin layers. This process

is repeated again and again, allowing precise control
of the amount and location of each deposit to shape
each layer. Since the material is heated as it is ejected,
it fuses or bonds to the layers below [5]. As each layer
of plastic cools, it hardens, gradually creating the solid
object as the layers build.FDM printers can use
different variety of plastics. In 3D FDM printed parts
are usually made from the same thermoplastics which
are used in traditional injection machining, so they
have similar stability, durability, and mechanical
properties.

IV. Benefits of 3D Printing in Medical
Applications

There are following benefits of 3D printing in medical
applications:

� Customization and Personalization

The favorable advantage that 3D printers provide in
medical applications is the freedom to produce custom-
made medical products and equipment [6]. For
example, the 3D printing is used to customize
prosthetics and implants can provide great value for
both patients and physicians.

� Increased Cost Efficiency

Another important aid offered by 3D printing is the
capability to produce items cheaply [7]. Traditional

Fig. 1: Thermal Inkjet Printing (TIJ)
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manufacturing methods remain inexpensive for large-
scale production; however, the cost of 3D printing is
becoming enhanced competitive for small production
runs.

� Enhanced Productivity

3D printing is a fast and effective process which results
in mass production [8]. 3D printing technology is
much faster than traditional methods which produces
items such as prosthetics and implants, which required

milling, forging, and a long delivery time.

� Democratization and Collaboration

3D printing also offers another beneficial feature
which is the democratization of the design and
manufacturing of goods [9]. This results in major
number of people, to use little more than a 3D
printer and their imaginations to design and
manufacture novel products for individual or
commercial use.

Fig. 2: Printed 3D Organs

Fig. 3: 3D Printed Surgical Tools

V. Advancements of 3D Printing in Medical
Field

Some of the most incredible uses for 3D printing are
developing within the medical field are:

� Organs

Scientists have successfully printed kidney cells, sheets
of cardiac tissue i.e., like a real heart and the foundations
of a human liver, among many other organ tissues [10].

But scientists are still working to print human organ for
transplant. Figure 2 shows printed 3D organs.

� Stem Cells
Stem cells have miraculous regenerative properties
which helps them to reproduce many different kinds
of human tissue. Now, stem cells are being bio printed
in many university research labs [11]. Stem cell printing
prints other kinds of tissues, which lead to printing
cells directly into parts of the body.
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� Skin

This technique can be used in printing skin grafts for
burn victims, skin cancer patients and other kinds of
afflictions and diseases that affect the epidermis [12].
Medical engineers in Germany have been developing
skin cell bioprinting since 2010.

� Bone and Cartilage

Hod Lipson, a Cornell engineer, prototyped tissue
bioprinting for cartilage [13]. Though Lipson has yet
to bio print a meniscus that can withstand the kind of
pressure and pounding that a real one can, he and
other engineers are well on their way to understanding
how to apply these properties.

� Surgical Tools

Surgical tools like forceps, hemostats, scalpel handles
and clamps can be printed by this technique [14]. They

come out of the printer sterile and cost a tenth as much
as the stainless-steel equivalent.Figure 3 shows the 3D
printed surgical tools.

� Cancer Research

Disease cells and cancer cells can also be bio printed
just like tissue and some organ cells are printed and
studied, in order to study how tumors, grow and
develop [15]. Such medical engineering also helps for
better drug testing, cancer cell analyzing and therapy
development. One day this technique may help in the
cure for cancer.

VI. Conclusion
A significant step forward for healthcare with huge
benefits to our practice and patients, and it should be
made part of the patient pathway to ensure patients
get the best and safest possible treatment.
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Abstract

In this fast pacing world enormous amount of data is been collected. To manage this big data
different applications are implementing. However, analyzing big data is a very laborious problem
today. The challenges of big data are analysis, storing, visualization etc. Hadoop is an open
source framework, which is based on Java programming language that supports the storage and
processing of extremely large amount data sets in a distributed computing environment. Storing
and managing the collected big data can be done using “hadoop’s MapReduce programming
approach”. But, coding and understanding java MapReduce application is difficult and hard to
maintain. Hive is a relatively simple tool for analyzing big data. The paper throws light on the
concept of hadoop for handling big data, analyzing of big data using MapReduce and Hive.
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I. Introduction
Everyday thousand and millions of people take photos,
make videos and send emails, messages. Across the
world businesses collect data on consumer preferences,
purchases and trends. Governments regularly collect
data of all categories from census data to incident
reports in police departments. This ocean of data is
keep going expanding day by day. As per the record of
2013 amount of collected data was 4.4 zetabytes .And
that will be continuously rising to 44 zettabytes by
2020. To put that in perspective, one zettabyte is
equivalent to 44 trillion gigabytes.

Within last two years, organizations created 2.5
Quintilian bytes of data which is just 90% of the total

data created in the world. This data is what
organizations collect on daily basis [2]. The generated
data is and in different formats. The term given for
such huge data is “big data”.

The need of organizing the big data into meaningful
and valuable information is being realized by industries,
organizations and companies. But, the obstacle comes
between the handling of big data is that it’s difficult to
handle such large amount of data effectively and
efficiently using traditional methods. Then new tools,
technologies, models and methodologies are applied to
handle big data. Hadoop is an open source java
programming based framework that is being majorly used
for processing big data. It is a prominent distributed
storage and compute environment which is used for
storing and processing of big data.

Hadoop uses MapReduce algorithm as it’s technique
which analysis big data. MapReduce has emerged as a
new paradigm for large-scale data analysis due to its
high scalability, fine-grained fault tolerance and easy
programming model. With the combination of two
distinct tasks map and reduce the term mapreduce is
actually generated.
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II. Big Data
Applications are generating the large volume of data
in a small time interval and it is quite complex and
time consuming to analyze this data for decision
making. Traditional data processing applications are
not suitable for handling this data, so researchers
introduced the concept of Big Data and developed
some frameworks to process the large scale data
efficiently by considering the common issues which
are following:

� How much data must be selected from a large scale
data block?

� Storage Space is essential or not

� Security

� Data Validation

Big Data is a huge collection of data which is generated
at an exponential rate in a wide variety of formats and
has become hard to handle using traditional data
management tools. The theory of big data is based on
five V’s:

� Volume: Large volume of data generated every
second by individuals, organizations, machines etc.

� Velocity: Speed at which data is being generated.

� Variety: Various formats in which the data is
available (text, blogs, tweets, video, barcode,
databases etc.).

� Veracity: Correctness and accuracy of data.

� Value: Insights or information that may be
generated by applying analytics on big data.

The interest of organizations in big data has risen due
to the value it may generate for their businesses and
researches. Organizations want to expand, make better
business decisions and create new products and
services; big data plays a major role in this. With large
amounts of data spanning from user buying trends, to
twitter tweets, the data holds valuable information.
Proper extraction and analyzing of this data may reveal
insights in future and help organizations take
profitable business decisions or create actionable
intelligence.

III. Astonishing Facts about Rise of Big
Data Collection

� Consistently, each day purchasers make around
11.5 million installments by utilizing Paypal

� Consistently, each day Walmart (chain of
markdown retail establishments) handles more
than 1 million client exchanges

� 510 remarks, 293000 status and 136000 redesigns
are posted on Facebook consistently

� Consistently, each day ~7000 tweets are made on
Twitter.

IV. Big Data Analytics
Big Data Analytics (BDA) is the process of applying
advanced analytic techniques on large varied data sets
in order to gather data and find hidden patterns that
may help analysts, businesses and researchers in making
better decisions. Traditional analytics deals with
structured, transactional data collected over a period
of time, in data warehouses for performing Business
Intelligence (BI). A BI analyst focuses on finding
trends, generating reports and visual analysis of data.
In BDA, data scientists, predictive modelers and other
analytics professionals analyze large volumes of
transactional, as well as, data of other forms, collected
from different types of sources that may remain
untapped by conventional business intelligence
programs. These data forms include web server logs,
internet click stream data, social media content, social
network activity reports, patient’s health records, text
from customer emails, survey responses, mobile phone
call detail records, and machine data captured by
sensors connected to internet of things. BDA can be
performed on different types of data like, text, image,
clicks, logs and blogs to reveal insights about behavioral
patterns of customers/ users/clients, optimizing
performance, taking smart business decisions,
predicting future values, preventing diseases,
combating crime, reducing frauds, and mitigating
risks.

V. Hadoop
Apache Hadoop is an open source framework which
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is used by many organizations such as google, facebook,
linkedin yahoo, twitter etc large datasets is being
processed in distributed data with the help of this
software.

It is used by the organizations to improvise their user
experience, get feedback and build new services and
products.

The quality of flexibility and scalable architecture
makes it popular as it stores and processes big data on
commodity hardware machines. It allows distributed

processing of large data sets on cluster of nodes.

It supports operations in distributed environment. It
consists of various modules:

1. Hadoop Common – Java libraries and utilities
required by other Hadoop components.

2. Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) – It
stores huge amount of data. It is basically, the
storage component of Hadoop a distributed file
system which stores huge data sets in multiple
machines.

Fig. 1: Big Data Analytics

Fig. 2: Hadoop Architecture
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3. Hadoop YARN –Resource management, process
scheduling and user application management are
the responsibility of Hadoop Yarn.

4. Hadoop MapReduce –Programming interface to
process large scale data.

Hadoop Merits
It supports:

1. Scalability for data processing

2. Low cost data analysis

3. Robust Fault Tolerance

Hadoop ecosystem contains other tools like pig, sqoop,
hive. These tools make it easy to address particular
needs of users in an easy way.

Pig :- It is used for analyzing data with high level
scripting language . it enables workers to write complex
data without knowledge of java. Pig’s simple SQL –
like scripting language is called pig latin.

Sqoop :- efficient transfer of data b/w Hadoop &
relational database is intended by this tool.

Hive :- This Tool is used for analyzing data.

The architecture of these tools can be viewed

Examples of Hadoop API’s Are:-

org.apache.hadoop.io

org.hadoop.apache.mapred

org.apache.hadoop.io.lib etc.

How do technologies such as MapReduce and
Hadoop help organizations harness the value of
unstructured and semi structured data?

MapReduce supports distributed processing of the
common map and reduction operations. In the map
step, a master node divides a query or request into
smaller problems. It distributes each query to a set of
map tasks scheduled on a worker node within a cluster
of execution nodes. The output of the map steps is
sent to nodes that combine or reduce the output and
create a response to the query. Because both the map
and reduce functions can be distributed to clusters of
commodity hardware and performed in parallel,
MapReduce techniques are appropriate for larger
datasets.

Apache Hadoop consists of two components: Hadoop
MapReduce for parallel data processing and the
Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) for low-cost,
reliable data storage. Hadoop, the most popular open-
source implementation of the MapReduce framework,
can be used to refine unstructured and semi-structured
data into structured formats that can be analyzed or
loaded into other analytic platforms.

VI. Mapreduce
To process extremely large volumes of data in parallel
mode by splitting the job into various independent
tasks, a programming paradigm is designed which is
popularly known as MapReduce. Mapreduce is an
efficient algorithm to assemble big data in an effective
way. It has majorly two functions: -

� Map () function

� Reduce () function

The job of map () function is to filter and sort
operations.

The job of reduce () function is to perform a
summary / aggregate operation.

The “MapReduce System” is popularly known
as MapReduce “framework” or “architecture”
which works in a proper framework i.e. demonstrate
the processing with the distributed servers, running
the various tasks in parallel, managing the
communication and transfers the data between the
various parts of the system, and providing for
unnecessary data.

It processes coarse data, split and distribute it across
huge datasets with the help of a large number of
computers (nodes). The group of nodes collectively
treated as a cluster, if all nodes are with similar hardware
configurations working on the same local network or
else the nodes are treated as a grid, if they are
geographically shared and distributed with varying
hardware specifications. Processing may occur on the
data that is stored either in system log files
(unstructured) or in a database (structured).
MapReduce minimize the data transfer distance with
the help of locality of data.
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Map Phase: In the map phase of mapreduce, the
master node takes the input, divides it into smaller
sub-tasks, and distributes them to worker-nodes. A
worker-node may do this again repeatedly and
continuously, leading to a multi-level tree structure.
The worker node processes the sub-tasks only assigned
to it and then passes the intermediate result back to
its master node.

Reduce Phase: During the reduce phase, the master
node collects all the intermediated outputs of all the
sub-tasks generated by various worker nodes and
combined them to form the final output – the solution
to the problem it was originally trying to solve.

a) Input reader: The input file is broken into
appropriate sizes (in practice typically 64 MB to
512 MB as per HDFS) by the input reader and
one split is assigned to one Map function by
MapReduce framework. It takes input from stable
storage (typically as in our case Hadoop
distributed file system) and generates the output
as key/value pairs.

b) Map function: Each Map function takes a series
of key/value pairs generated by the input reader,
processes each, and in turn produces zero or more
output key/value pairs. The input and output
types of the map can be different from each other.

c) Partition function: Each Map function output
is assigned to a particular reducer by the
application’s partition function for sharing
purposes. The partition function is given as input
key and the number of reducers and it return the
index of desired reduce.

d) Comparison function: The input for every
Reduce is collected from the machine where the
Map run and sorted using comparison function.

e) Reduce function: The framework calls the
applications Reduce function for each unique key
in the sorted/assembled order. It also iterates
through the values that are associated with that
key and produce zero or more outputs.

f ) Output writer: It writes the output of the Reduce
function into a stable storage, usually a Hadoop
distributed file system.

Understanding Mapreduce
Map reduce is a programming approach of Hadoop
which is used for distributed computation. Mapreduce
algorithm splits the work already submitted by client
into small parallelized map and reduced tasks. The
user needs to specify a map function which the mapper
class processes as a key/value pair and generates a set
of intermediate key/value output pairs. The reducer
class then sums up the intermediate key/value output
pairs. Afterwards , it aggregates the intermediate key /
value the intermediate key/value output pairs produced
earlier and generates a final key/value output pairs.

Mapper Class
The mapper class takes input as a <key value> pair
and the output as<key value> pair. It can be created
by extending mapper classes by a predefined class called
mapper with specified input and output formats. The
functionality of mapper is defined in the map function.
The following program syntax shows how to create
user defined mapper class in Hadoop environment.
[2]Public class classname extends mapper<
InputKeyDataType,InputValueDataType, Output
KeyDataType,OutputValueDatatype>
{//starting of mapper class…….
……
Protected void map (InputKeyDataType argument,
InputDatatypearguement)}

Reducer Class
A reducer class can be created by extending a
predefined class with specified input and output
formats. The functionality of reducer is defined in the
reducer function. The following program shows up
how to create reducer class into Hadoop environment.
Public class classname extends reducer< InputKey
DataType, InputvalueDataType, OutputKey
DataType, OutputValueDataType>
{//starting reducer class
………
Protected void reduces (InputKeyDataType,
InputvalueDataType) throws exception
{ //starting of reducer function
//reducer logic
}//ending reducer function
}//ending of reducer class
[2]
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Table-1: Mapper and reducer input/output key/values

function input Output

Map <key1,value1> List(<k2,v2>)

reduce <k2,list(v2)> List<k3,v3>
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Table1 indicates the input/output key/values for map
and reduce functions. The input to an application is a
set of keys and values processed by map function. The
reducer takes the k2 and v2 values as input, processes
them and generates a list of keys and values as an
output, and generated a list of k2 and v2. The word
count application is the best example for understanding
MapReduce approach.

VII. Conclusion
This paper presents a study on Big Data, Big data
Analytics, Hadoop and Mapreduce. It throws light on
the Hadoop architecture and various tools used in
Hadoop. It also discusses about the map() and reduce()
functions in detail and how to help organizations
harness the value of unstructured and semi structured
data.
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Abstract

Artificial Intelligence (AI) is the study and creation of computer systems that can perceive and act.
The primary aim of AI is to produce intelligent machines so that our future becomes easier. The
intelligence should never incorporate thinking, making decisions, solving problems, most important
is learning. AI is an interdisciplinary field that requires knowledge in computer science, linguistics,
psychology, mathematics, philosophy and many more. AI can also be defined as the area of
computer sciences that deals with the ways in which computers can be made to perform intellective
functions imputed to humans. But this definition does not say what functions are performed, to
what degree they are performed, or how these functions are carried out using AI.
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I. Introduction
It is the theory and development of computer systems
able to perform Tasks normally requiring human
intelligence such as visual perception, speech
recognition, decision making and translation between
languages. It is generally displayed by machines, in
contrast with natural intelligence displayed by humans
and other animals.

In computer sciences, AI is the study of intelligent
agents any device that perceives its chances of success
at same goals. AI is applied when a machine mimics
“cognitive” functions that humans associate with other
human minds such as learning and problem solving.

Optical character recognition is frequently excluded
from AI because it became a routine technology AI
has reached to the ninth cloud , it is touching heights
the achievements consists of understanding human

speech, strategic game competitions (we play games
in our laptops, mobiles which have an option of playing
with the system)autonomous cars , military simulations
and interpreting complex data.

AI was founded as an academic intelligence in 1956
and in the years since has experienced several waves of
optimism followed by disappointments and loss of
funding which was known as “AI WINTER” but it
was then followed by new approaches, success and
renewed funding

The field was founded on the claim that human
intelligence can be so precisely described that a
machine can be made to simulate it.

Some people consider AI to danger to humanity if it
progresses unabatedly. Others believes that it is
primarily a risk to employment.

In 21 century AI techniques have experienced a
resurgence following concurrent advances in computer
power large amounts of data and theoretical
understanding and AI Techniques have become an
essential part of technology industry, helping to solve
many challenging problems in Computer sciences.
[3][6]
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AI pays heavily on following domains of study.

� Computer Science

� Cognitive Science

� Engineering

� Ethics

� Linguistics

� Logic

� Mathematics

� Natural Sciences

� Philosophy

� Physiology

� Psychology

� Statistics

II. Strong Artificial Intelligence
It deals with creation of real intelligence artificially.
Strong AI believes that machines can be made sentient
or self-aware. There are two types of strong AI:
Human-like AI, in which the computer program
thinks and reasons to the level of human-being. Non-
human-like AI, in which the computer program
develops a non-human way of thinking and reasoning.

III. Weak Artificial Intelligence
Weak AI does not believe that creating human-level
intelligence in machines is possible but AI techniques
can be developed to solve many real-life problems. That
is, it is the study of mental models implemented on
a computer.

IV. AI and Nature
Nowadays AI techniques developed with the
inspiration from nature is becoming popular. A new
area of research what is known as Nature Inspired
Computing is emerging. Biological inspired AI
approaches such as neural networks and genetic
algorithms are already in place.

V. Challenges
It is true that AI does not yet achieve its ultimate goal.
Still AI systems could not defeat even a three year old
child on many counts: ability to recognize and

remember different objects, adapt to new situations,
understand and generate human languages, and so on.
The main problem is that we, still could not
understand how human mind works, how we learn
new things, especially how we learn languages and
reproduce them properly.

VI. Future of AI
AI is the best field for dreamers to play around. It
must be evolved from the thought that making a
human-machine is possible. Though many conclude
that this is not possible, there is still a lot
of research going on in this field to attain the final
objective. There are inherent advantages of using
computers as they do not get tired or loosing temper
and are becoming faster and faster. Only time will say
what will be the future of AI: will it attain human-
level or above human-level intelligence or not.[3][5]

VII. Proposed Method And Educational
Utilization

The proposed method in this paper is the electronic
content of lessons is designed based on educational
books content in this way, it is focused on traditional
educational system in which teacher is the main factor
in the classroom. The content should presented as
sketch in class, the purpose is to make studying very
much interesting. The main point in this method is
E-content management that is important to pay special
attention to content and individual differences.

VIII. Result and Proposals
Undoubtedly handling artificial intelligence through
teaching and learning process is much important, of
course, the quality of electronic content is of
importance. By information technology progress,
artificial intelligence is well used in various fields,
including electronic trading. Considering individual
differences and consumers needs is of course something
common. Researchers have shown that, leaving school
in the electronic schools is most common than
traditional schools, the main reason is how to present
electronic content. It is recommend, being intelligent
through education, to produce good quality electronic
content a unique management for feeding educational
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sources which approved for each education unit, is
needed learning during teaching for teachers and
college professors must be planned, it is expected that,
fantastic progress of information technology in the
version of web 2 in our educational system
beingachieved.

IX. Risk and Limitations of Artificial
Intelligence in Business

Artificial intelligence (AI) involves giving machines and
programs the ability to think like a human. Businesses
are increasingly looking for ways to put this technology
to work to improve their yield, profitability and
business results.

Where there are many business benefits of AI, there
are also certain loop holes to keep in mind while
operating on them.

A. Limitations of artificial intelligence
One of the main limitations of AI is the cost. Creation
of smart technologies can be expensive, due to their
complex nature and the need for repair and ongoing
maintenance.

Software programs need regular elevation to adapt to
the changing business environment and in case of
disintegration a risk of losing code or important data
revolves around us. Restoring this is often time-
consuming and extravagant.[8][7]

B. Other AI limitations relate to:
Implementation times, which are often lengthy

� Integration challenges and lack of understanding
of the state-of-the-art systems

� Usability with other systems and platforms

� If we’re deciding whether to take on AI-driven
technology, we should also consider:

� Customer privacy

� Potential lack of transparency

� Technological complexity

� Loss of control over your business decisions and
strategy[9]

C. AI and ethical concerns:
With the rapid development of AI, a number of ethical
issues have cropped up. These include:

The potential of automation technology to give rise
to job losses

The need to redeploy or retrain employees to keep
them in jobs

Fair distribution of wealth created by machines

The effect of machine interaction on human behavior
and attention

The need to eliminate bias in AI that is created by
humans

The security of AI systems (e.g. autonomous weapons)
that can potentially cause damage. While these risks
can’t be ignored, it is worth keeping in mind that
advances in AI can - for the most part - create better
business and better lives for everyone. If implemented
responsibly, artificial intelligence has immense and
beneficial potential [2][8]

X. Future Scope
During the next decade (2014–2024), mobile robots
and artificial intelligence make it likely that
occupations employing about half of today’s US
workers could be automated to some degree.

The centuries long quest to develop machines and
software with human-like intelligence inches closer to
reality. Scientists develop intelligent machines that can
simulate reasoning, develop knowledge, and allow
computers to set and achieve goals, moving closer to
mimicking the human thought process. These
intelligent systems improve accuracy of predictions,
accelerate problem solving and automate admini-
strative tasks bringing in an era of automation.[8][4]

XI. Artificial Intelligence in 2020
Cognitive analytics, where machines learn from
experience and build associations, help develop
technology systems that evolve hypothesis, draw
conclusions and codify instincts and experience.

Parallel information processing, aided through chips
custom designed for AI applications, help parallel
processing of vast amounts of data.
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Smarter gets redefined with the advances in sensor,
cloud and machine learning technology, and pushes
the boundary of smarter homes, cars, infrastructure
and just about everything.

Deep learning approaches allow processing of raw data
including images, speech and natural language; thus
providing deeper insights.

Face-reading machines decipher micro facial
expressions to build meaningful information on the
emotional state of the user, improving human-
computer interaction in areas of e-learning and e-
therapy.

Intelligent automation combines automation with
artificial intelligence that allows knowledge workers,
from physicians to investment analysts to plant
supervisors, to process, understand and use ballooning
volumes of information.[4]

XII. Conclusion
We shall conclude with a hope of increment in the
future scope of AI without much limitations. The field

of AI gives the ability to the machines to think
analytically, using concepts.

Tremendous contribution to the various areas has been
made by AI techniques from the last 2 decades .AI
will continue to play an increasingly important role in
the various fields .This paper is based on the concept
of AI, domains of AI on which the heavily pays ,AI &
nature, AI & ethical concerns ,Limitations of AI in
Business, what all achievements will AI make in the
upcoming ERA. It also includes strong AI, weak AI,
future of AI, AI WINTERS.

There is a very bright future in the analysis of network
systems. We conclude that further researches in this
area can be done as there are very promising &
profitable results that are obtained from such
techniques, countries can be safer, and cyber crimes
can reduce to an extent, human efforts can be reduced
by AI. It will exceed its limits in Medical Sciences too.
Where scientists haven’t yet realized the full potential
& ability of AI. This technology & its applications
will succeed & will have far reaching effects on human
life in years on board.
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Abstract

Software is the need of the hour i.e. they have become our necessity. Examples of software are
Mac OS, Linux and windows or any other software. The word software was discovered in the
late 1960s to show the difference from computer hardware. Software is intangible i.e. it can be
seen but cannot be touched. The preventative maintenance comes in good software that includes
a well-defined backup plan, measures that ensure complete security of the software. The aim of
maintenance is to reduce the occurrence of any type of failures thereby extending the system life
and prevent data loss. This article focuses to present various measures that to be taken care of
while creating software.
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I. Introduction
Software is created using a special type of engineering
known as Software Engineering. Software engineering
is used to give architectural models and programmed
instructions that helps in the production of well-
documented maintainable and dynamic software in a
manner such that it can be predicted. Software is
manufactured using a brief process cycle called
Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC). SDLC is
a well-described and briefed, ordered sequence of stages
that should be present in software to develop a most
suitable product.

II. Software Development Life Cycle
SDLC is a well-described and briefed, ordered
sequence of stages that should be present in software
to develop a most suitable product.

SDLC is a pre-defined strategy followed by a software
developing organization to fulfill the needs of the clients.

It consists of a detailed in formatted plan that accurately
describes the parameters like how to develop and
maintain software. The cycle also defines a brief tack-
tactics for the overall development process of software.

III. Measures to be taken Care Offwhile
Developing a Software

Accurate Requirement Gathering and Analysis
It should be taken care that the requirement gathering
process should be done step by step following all the
necessary procedures. An organization should precisely
gather all the requirements of the clients i.e. what type
of software a client wants. If this process is not carried
out correctly, then there are high chances of software
crisis and the whole development process will become
very time consuming and will incur huge cost.

Smooth Designing of Software
The designing phase begins when the requirements
are well understood i.e. the requirement analysis
process has been done timely and precisely. In this
phase, designing team of a organization draws various
UML diagrams, decides which technology is best
suitable for the use for development of the particular
software, Makes a list of all the required resources of
both type i.e. hardware and software, Dead Line to
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serve the end product to the client. The design phase
can also be referred to as the transformation phase,
because this is the phase where an idea is actually
transformed into a real working system. All the
components of the software and security modules of
the system are also determined during the design phase
of the software. Rough functioning of this design
process leads to various factors like over budgeting of
the software.

Precise Coding and Implementation

This is the phase where the actual code is developed.
Code is written following the Schema decided during
taken the design phase. Developers perform Unit
Testing by testing each module separately, rectifying
and removing errors one by one. Integration testing is

done by separate team of testers to ensure smooth
functioning of the code. Once the development is
completed, the product is sent to third party testers
for regression testing. The basic role of coding phase
is to convert designed code into implemented code
using the programming language which is decided in
designing phase. That is why it becomes important to
carry out the processing of this phase accurately using
well experienced team of developers and a well-
designed layout.

Must Ensure that all types of Testing are performed
Accurately

After the code is developed by the team of developers,
it is tested under various vigorous parameters to ensure
the product quality and to check that if it is actually

Fig. 1: Feasibility Report

Fig. 2: SDLC
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made as per the users requirements. Various types of
testing is performed like unit testing by the
developers, integration and system testing by another
team of testers within the organization, acceptance
testing and regression testing by testers outside the
organization(QA Engineers) to ensure a quality
product as per users expectation. These engineers carry
out both positive as well as negative testing’s to ensure
outstanding quality software. If any type of flaws is
detected during this phase, then the product is resent
to the development team to fix them. Once the flaws
are removed, testers check it again and perform
regression testing using various test cases. Once all is

Fig. 3: Phases in Design process

good, the product is ready; it is to delivered to the
client. Before testing phase begins, a brief test plan is
developed by the project team. This test plan includes
the all types of testing that are to be performed,
resources required for testing, how the software will
be tested under various parameters by using test cases,
who will be the testers during each phase, and test
scripts i.e the instructions that are to be obeyed by
each tester to test a particular software.

IV. Regression Testing
Software inevitably changes, how so ever well written
and designed it may be initially. This modified software

Fig. 4: Software Testing Phases
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needs to be retested again under all types of testing to
done changes that are suggested by the client or outside
testers to ensure the correctness of the changes done
and these changes must not adversely affected other
parts of the modified software. This is just because
small changes in one part of the software may affect
other parts of the software as they work as a whole to
ensure smooth functioning of the software.

When we develop software, we perform development
testing i.e. unit testing to obtain confidence in the
correctness of the software.

V. Risk Analysis
Risk is an expectation of loss, a potential problem that
may or may not occur in the future. It is generally
caused due to lack of information, control or time. A
possibility of suffering from loss in software
development process is called a software risk. Loss can
be anything, increase in production cost, development
of poor quality software, not being able to complete

the project on time. A software risk is of two types:
internal risks are within the control of the organization
i.e. they occur when testing is performed and external
risks are beyond the control of the organization i.e.
they arise when user uses the software. Risk analysis is
done to:

� Identify the risk and reduce its impact
� Reduce the chances of occurrence of risk
� Risk and performance monitoring of the software

VI. Conclusion
In this paper we reviewed and discussed the preventive
measures to be taken care of in the process of software
development process. Firstly we discussed what is a
software and how it is developed.

Then we discussed Software Development Life Cycle
i.e. SDLC(the process of software development).Then
we discussed the measures to be taken care of and
finally we discussed the risks that is risk analysis that is
performed while designing a software.

Fig. 5: Regression Testing
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Abstract

Managing and analyzing this data is the need of the hour. This convulsively growing huge hub of
data makes our present a truly data age. Applications like security, medicine, science and engineering,
remote sensing, process measuring are such examples. The storage, processing and aggregation
of such data is highly difficult, complex and a very challenging task. This article focuses to present
data mining techniques in different fields.
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I. Introduction
A search engine receives hundred million of queries
each day. To deal with this huge data amount, search
engine uses distinct patterns to analyze the data.
Mining is a vivid term featuring the process of finding
a small set of precious data from a heap of raw data.
Alternative phrase for data mining is data dredging.
Data mining techniques are suitable for simple
andstructured data sets.

Based on previous researches, because of data stream
requirements, it is necessary to design new techniques
to replace the old ones. The first challenge is to design
fast and light mining methods for data streams.
Another challenge is that the stream mining algorithms
need to detect promptly changing concepts and data
distribution and adapt to them.

II. Data Warehousing
Data warehouses are the warehouses of data that
provide tools for systematic organizing, understanding
and using the data to make strategies and based on
that strategies it helps to take decisions. Data
warehouses construction involves cleaning of data, data
integration, and transformation of data. data
warehouses refer to the repository of data different
from operational database.

These four keywords data warehouses from the other
repository systems.

SUBJECT ORIENTED: A data warehouse is generally
organized around many subjects like in that of a
company warehouse. Rather than focusing on
operations andorganization on transactions, a data
warehouse focuses on analysis of data.

INTEGRATED: A warehouse is constructed by
integrating several heterogenous sources such as
databases, files and previous records.

TIME VARIANT: Data is stored so that it can be
processed to extract information from it. Every data
warehouse contains a unique time element.

NONVOLATILE: A data warehouse is always a
separate unit from the operational unit that’s why it
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doesn’t need any processing and control mechanisms.
It only requires two type of operations: loading and
accessing of data.

III. Data Mining Techniques
There are various major data mining techniques
that are in developing phase and are used in data
mining projects like association, classification,
clustering, prediction, sequential patterns and decision
tree, etc.

IV. Types of Data that can be Mined
Mining Sequence Data:
A sequence is a list of events that are ordered. A
Sequence is classified into three things, based on the
nature of the events they depict: time-series , Symbolic
sequence data and Biological Sequence data.

� Time-series data (e.g. stock market data): In this
type of data, sequence data consists of long numeric
data recorded at equal intervals of time.it can be
generated by many natural and economic processes
such as stock markets, and scientific, medical, or
natural observations.

� Symbolic sequence data (e.g. customer shopping
sequences): It consists of nominal data or event of
long sequences, which typically are not observed
at equal intervals of time. For many such sequences,
gaps don not matter much.

� Biological sequences (e.g. DNA and protein
sequences): It includes sequences of DNA and
protein. Typically, those sequences are very long
and carry important, complicated, but hidden
semantic meaning. Here gaps are usually
important.

Fig. 1: Data Mining Process

Fig. 2: DNA Sequences
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Graph pattern Mining:
Graph pattern mining is the mining of frequent
subgraphs in one or a set of graphs. There are two
methods for mining graph patterns: Apriori-based and
pattern growth-based approaches. Alternatively, we can
mine the set of closed graphs where a graph g is closed
if there exists no proper supergraph g’ that carries the
same support count as g. Also, there are many diverse
patterns of graph, which includes: approximate
frequent graphs, coherent graphs, and dense graphs.

Spatial Data Mining:
This type of mining discovers patterns and knowledge
from spatial data. Spatial data refers to the data that is
stored in geospatial data repositories. We can construct

spatial data cubes that contain spatial dimensions and
measures, and support spatial OLAP for multi-
dimensional spatial data analysis. This type of mining
can be performed on spatial data warehouses, spatial
databases and other geospatial data repositories.

Cyber-Physical System(CPS) Data Mining:
A CPS system consists of large quantity of interacting
physical and informational components. Example of
a CPS is patient care system. Data generated in CPS is
inconsistent, interdependent, dynamic, volatile and
noisy. This type of mining requires linking a large
information base with the current situation,
performing real-time calculations, and returning
prompt responses.

Fig. 3: Graph Pattern Mining

Fig. 4: Cyber Physical System Data Mining
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Multimedia Data Mining:
It is the discovery of unique fascinating patterns created
from multimedia databases which stores and manages
huge quantities of multimedia objects, which includes
various types of data such as image, video, audio, as
well as sequence data and hypertext data which
contains text, markups, and linkages. It is a type of
field which integrates image processing, data mining,
and pattern recognition.

Text Data Mining:
Text mining is a type of field which works on
information retrieval from various sources and many
more fields. A small portion of information is stored
in the form of various types of text such as news articles,
technical papers, etc. Therefore, researches in this field
of mining has always been very active. Its primitive
goal is to derive high-quality information from various
types of text.

Fig. 5: Multimedia Data Mining

Fig. 6: Text Data Mining
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Web Data Mining:
It is among one of the applications of data mining
techniques that is used to discover patterns, structures,
and knowledge resources from the web. According to
the recent target analysis, web mining is classified into
the following: web content mining, web structure
mining, and web usage mining.

Web content mining analyses web content of the
forms text, multimedia and structured data. This is
done to understand the content of the webpages,
provide scalable and informative keyword-based page
indexing, matrices, and other valuable information
related to web search and analysis.

Web structure mining is the process of using graph
and network mining theory and methods to analyze
the nodes and connection structures on the web .It
extracts patterns from hyperlinks, where a hyperlink
is a structural component which connects a web page
to another location.

Web usage mining is the process of extracting useful
information from many server logs. It finds patterns
related to general or particular groups of users;
understands users’ search patterns, trends and
associations; and predicts what users are looking for at
the right time on the internet..

Stream Data Mining:
Stream data is a type of data that flow into a system in
huge volume and changes very dynamically and
infinitely and it contains many multi dimensional
features. Stream data can’t be stored in traditional data
base systems. But many systems are only able to read
this data only once in the sequential order. Few
applications of stream data mining are: Real-time
detection of anomalies in computer network traffic,
text and video streams, web searches and physical cyber
systems.

Statistical Data Mining:
This technique is basically derived from various
computer science fields. This technique is designed
for efficient handling of huge amounts of multi
dimensional complex data. This technique is
particularly designed for numeric data. The following
mentioned are the methods used in this technique:
� Regression
� Generalized linear models
� Analysis of variance
� Mixed-effect Models
� Factor analysis
� Discriminant Analysis
� Survival Analysis
� Quality Control

Visual Data Mining:
This type of mining helps us to discover implicit and
useful knowledge from huge data sets using various
visualization techniques. It essentially combines the
power of both the senses that is, eyes as well as brain,
making it a highly attractive and efficient tool for data
distribution patterns. It can be viewed as an integration
of two disciplines: data visualization and data mining.
The data visualization mining can be achieved in the
following ways:
� Data Visualization
� Data mining result visualization
� Data mining process visualization
� Interactive visual data mining

V. Conclusion
In this paper, the concept of data mining was the hot
topic of the overall discussion. Also, we learnt the
concept of data stream. Later, the application of data
mining in various fields of science is discussed here. In
spite of the researches that have been done on data
mining’s application in data stream mining so far, there
are still wide areas for further researches.
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